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See this Full-Page Advertisement in Saturday Evening Post, 

August 7th; Ladies’ Home Journal, September Issue; McCall’s 

Magazine, September Issue; Woman’s Home Companion, 

September Issue; True Story, September Issue. With total 

guaranteed circulation in excess of 15,000,000. 

OVER 50,000,000 ARE SEEING THIS AD, 
READING THIS MESSAGE ON "STELLA DALLAS"! 
TIE YOUR LOCAL CAMPAIGN 
TREMENDOUS PRE-SELLING 

TO THIS 
EFFORT! 

THIS 
MR. 5H0 

IS SELLI 
Wh en United Artists ties up the big¬ 

gest money name in the magazine 

field—Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt — 

to help you sell the biggest money 

picture of this or any other year — 

^'Stella Dallas'^ 

Samuel Goldwyn gives you a glea 

ing story of mother love, filled w 

poignance, grandeur, tendern 

magnificently acted by a great 

cast; with the picture values 

Samuel Goldwyn production ca 

to such a story. 

United Artists backs it up 

simple, affecting message fro 

Lady of the Land to millions 

— who will become milli 

office patrons! 



GET DEALER 
WINDOWS 
ON ROYAL 
PORTARLE 

TIE-UP 

CONH IN ANP 5IE THE KOYALPORPtBil 
ANP THEN SE SURE TOSEE 

ilOlfN SOLIS IN Samuel Golvwym’s 
SnUA DALLAS^* 

This reproduction shows 

rough of the 19 x 25 window 

card Royal is shipping to its 

dealers on the "^^Stella Dal¬ 

las’"’ tie-up. 

Royal Typewriters cashes in on the box-office popularity of John Boles with this window display tie-up 

that will open thousands of dealers’ windows throughout the country to theatre cooperation. 

Here’s a ready-made tie-up all set to go for you. Because of the generous picture plug on this selling 

card, every display set is an advertisement for your picture. 

Work up this display for all it is worth in conjunction with your local Royal dealer. For information on 

material, names of local dealers, contact: 

Mr. Beckwith, Royal Typewriter Company 
2 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

BOOK TIE-UP ON NOVEL REISSUE 
As a novel, ‘‘Stella Dallas” has sold hundreds of thousands in its span, 

will sell several thousands more on the strength of the tie-up with your new 

Goldwyn hit. 

Grosset & Dunlap have issued a reprint of the novel in anticipation of 

strong public demand. This is a popular-priced edition, scaled for volume 

sales and big exploitation possibilities. A striking four-color cover ties up 

to the production with a scene from the photoplay and picture credits. 

To help you build your campaign locally, the publishers have furnished 

booksellers with special display cards and materials, instructed them to 

extend full cooperation to showmen. This can be a big part of your cam- 

^ paign, so work on it. 

For information on tie-up, name of local dealer, contact: 

MR. ED EDELSON, GROSSET & DUNLAP 
1140 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

FAN AD MAG BOOSTS 
LOCAL CAMPAIGNS 

Packed with punch, this is the ad that’s doing all the selhng for 

you in the fan magazines. It’s a campaign that will be breaking 

simultaneously with your playdates in the Modern Magazine Group^ 

Dell Screen Group, Photoplay, the Fawcett’s Women’s Group—a fan 

magazine line-up that gives you 20,000,000 reader coverage! Tie 

your local campaign to this great selling effort! Tie up the magazine 

distributors on your local exploitation! 

“inCKY” BACK COVER PLUGS STAB ANB FILH 
What an eye-stopper, this Lucky Strike ad, tying up with Barbara 

Stanwyck in the now famous cigarette series! 

The incomplete schedule on this gorgeous four-color magazine 

back-cover included eighteen of the nation’s leading magazines, 

with a total circulation running into incalculable millions. And for 

you theatre men, it means a tremendous job of pre-selling your hit, 

because the picture credits are up at the top where you can’t miss 

them. 

Look for this ad in your favorite magazines. It’s your opportunity 

to work out local window and exploitation campaigns with dealers! 
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The photographs show Bar¬ 

bara O’Neil posing in a series of 

stunning models, merchandised 

through your local stores. 

“MODERN" EXPLOITS. 
“DALLAS” STYLES. 

Modern Merchandising is exploiting a group of selected styles from 

‘‘Stella Dallas,” gowns and coats that are the last word in fashion appeal. 

You can tie your campaign to this promotion for powerful local appeal. 

All the styles are being merchandised through the nation-wide Cinema 

shop tie-up. For the purposes of theatre tie-up, window, store, counter dis¬ 

play material, and advertising mats have been provided. 

Get in on this tie-up as soon as you book the picture. Line up your local 

Cinema Shop for a big campaign on “Stella Dallas.” _ 

For information on local dealers, tie-up material, contact: 

MODERN MERCHANDISING BUREAU, Inc. 
67 WEST 44th STREET 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

TWO BIG ADVANCE SERIALS FOR YOU TO PLANT!’ 
THE PICTURE SERIAL — Set up in six days of eight- 

column photo strip. Scenes from the production and text 

are deftly blended in an exciting, moving serialization of your 

great new Goldwyn hit. This is the feature that has been 

rapidly proving itself most popular with readers and editors 

throughout the country, most profitable for theatres. This 

feature comes to you matted for insertion, in six consecutive 

chapters, together with promotion material. Price, for six 

mats complete, $2.00. 

THE NEWS SERIAL — 5,000 words, six chapters. Here is 

a skilfully written version of the motion picture story of 

“Stella Dallas.” Remember how phenomenally popular the 

“Stella Dallas” novel proved and is still proving itself? Then 

you will realize how eager your local paper will be to run this 

one. Be sure to cash in on this feature by using the advance 

ad, tack cards, truck posters, etc., to tie this popular editorial 

feature to your showing of the Goldwyn hit. It comes to ymi 

in six two-column chapters, complete with illustration and 

advance ad, matted for $1.00. Free tear sheets for those 

papers wishing to set the serial locally. 

Order from EXPLOITATION DEPT., UNITED ARTISTS CORP. 
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

15-MINUTE ELECTRICAL TRANSCRIPTION 
Get on the air with this star and story selling show on “Stella 

Dallas.” We’ve whipped a grand radio show together out of the most 

thrilling, poignant scenes in the picture, tied it together with a ticket¬ 

selling continuity and put it on the disc for a show that your local 

radio station will find it impossible to resist. It’s a cinch for local 

sponsor show or for a sustaining with the leading local radio station. 

Price, per sixteen-inch record, $2.00. 

FREE! RADIO DRAMATIZATION SCRIPT 
And there’s additional radio coverage made possible for you 

through the free radio dramatization of “Stella Dallas,” for fifteen- 

minute show. It’s a full show in itself, strong in entertainment appeal, 

and stronger in box-office punch for you. Offer it to your radio 

station as a swell possibility for dramatization by their drama group, 

or to local drama groups for stage presentation. Write for your copies 

now. They’re free. 

Order above from: 

EXPLOITATION DEPT., United Artists Corp. 
729 SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

POSTAL TIE-UP • 
There’s a strong campaign boost for you in coopera¬ 

tive exploitation offered by Postal Telegraph on “Stella 

Dallas.” 

Postal managers will cooperate on the news poster, 

assuring you the best window spaces in town on this 

tie-up. Consult your local manager, then order posters. 

Prices 10—$3.50; 25—$7.25. 

Postal messengers will also distribute a special herald 

to all users of their service. Prices IM—$3.50; 5M— 

$3.25. 

Set this with your local manager. Order all material 

direct from:— 

# 

POSTAL TELEGRAPH GUIDE 
225 WEST 39th STREET 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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FACTOR COOP CAMPAIGN 
DIG EXPLOITATION AID 

LUX SELLS STAR, FILM WITH 
DAY-AND-DATE BREAKS 

Lux presells your star’s glamour in this big campaign on Lux soap. The 

rough of the ad is illustrated to show you how Barbara Stanwyck is played 

up throughout in this big campaign, which includes magazine and fan paper 

space, a full schedule of day and date newspaper advertisements. 

Lux dealers, too, have been instructed to cooperate with theatre men on 

all local campaigns on “Stella Dallas.” You’ll find their windows and 

counters open to yovir cooperative exploitation ideas. 

The full list of cities in which Lux is running day-and-date ads on “Stella 

Dallas” is given below for your convenience. Check it immediately. If your 

city is on the list, get in touch with your local newspaper to insure a prop¬ 

erly-timed campaign for your opening of your new Samuel Goldwyn hit. 

For further information on the Lux tie-up, contact: 

MR. CAL SWANSON 
J. WALTER THOMPSON 

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

List of Cities in Which Lux 500-Line Ads Are Scheduled: 

Akron, O. . 
Atlanta, Ga. . 
Baltimore, Md. .. 
Boston, Mass. . 
Buffalo, N. Y. 
Chicago, Ill. . 
Cincinnati, O. . 
Cleveland, Ohio . 
Columbus, Ohio . 
Dallas, Texas . 
Denver, Col. . 
Detroit, Mich. . 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
Memphis, Tenn. . 
Milwaukee, Wis. . 

500-LINE AD 

.Beacon Journal Minneapolis, Minn. .Tribune 

.Journal Newark, N. J. .News 
News Post New Orleans, La. .Times Picayune Sts. 
.Globe Philadelphia, Pa. .Bulletin 
.News Pittsburgh, Pa. .Press 

News Portland, Oregon .Oregon Journal 
.Times Star Providence, R. I..Bulletin 
.Press Rochester, N. Y..Times Democrat Chron. 
.Dispatch St. Louis, Mo. .Post Dispatch 

The Herald St. Paul, Minn. Dispatch and Pioneer Press 
.Post San Francisco, Cal..Call Bulletin 

News Seattle, Wash. .Times 
.News Syracuse, N. Y. .Herald 
Commercial Appeal Toledo, O. .Blade 
.Journal Washington, D. C. .Star 

Max Factor’s big cooperative campaign on Barbara Stan¬ 

wyck is just one of many indications of advance interest in 

your new Samuel Goldwyn hit. 

Factor employs alluring art of Miss Stanwyck in a big ad¬ 

vance campaign that will do more than its share of preselling 

for you on “Stella Dallas.” Both national and fan papers are 

scheduled for this spread. 

A campaign that includes advertising and local displays in 

-conjunction with local playdates has already been planned and 

will be put into action for your dates. Factor distributors are 

exploitation-wise, know how to work with showman and have 

the material with which to effect cooperative exploitation. So 

get to work on this one! 

For information on tie-up, local dealers’ names, contact: 

KEN CALDWELL 
SALES BUILDERS, INC. 

820 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. 

LOS ANGELES, CAL. 

• 

Hollywood, Cal. 

LARGE SIZE AD 

.Citizens News Los Angeles, Cal. .Examiner 
Los Angeles, Cal. .Herald Express 

Tie-up stills on Factor 

promotion, as illustrated above, 

are available at 10c each from Exploita¬ 

tion Dept., United Artists Corp., 729 7th 

Avenue, New York, N. Y. Order Nos. S-155, S-156, 

S-157, S-158 on “Stella Dallas.” 

550 MONTGOMERY WARD STORES COOPERATE 
ON BOLES RADIO TIE-UP 

Throughout the country Montgomery Ward’s vast chain of 

retail stores is set to go to town with you showmen, with the 

launching of their new and sensational radio line on August 1st. 

Advance interest in this campaign, which ties to John Boles, 

has been created by space breaks in the Montgomery Ward 

catalog, which goes to 7,000,000 people. 

Special display material is in the hands of the Montgomery 

Ward dealers, who are ready to tie in with you on the picture. 

Four-color consumer material, special newspaper ads on this 

tie-up are breaking through every one of the five hundred and 

fifty Montgomery Ward stores. Get your local credits in on this 

material wherever possible, work with these merchants on this 

tie-up. It means box-office power! 

Information on tie-up material, local stores, is available by 

communicating with: 

MR. C. I. MANNING 
Director Publicity 

MONTGOMERY WARD 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
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Second Day 

Third Day 

PLANT THIS “FAMOUS 
MOTHER ROLE" CONTEST! 

Direct and simple, this contest feature has a punch and a 

human-interest angle that will be welcomed by any live news¬ 

paper and will give your show a first-class buildup. 

Six famous screen mothers from celebrated pictures are rep¬ 

resented in this contest. You might run them in the following 

order: Elisabeth Bergner in “Escape Me Never”; Helen Hayes in 

“The Sin of Madelon Claudet”; Vera Gordon in “Humoresque”; 

Ruth Chatterton in “Madame X”; Mary Carr in “Over the Hill”; 

and lastly, Barbara Stanwyck in “Stella Dallas.” 

All that’s necessary for the working of the contest is to have 

readers guess who each actress is, and the name of the film in 

which she appeared. Pattern accompanying publicity stories 

after the sample first-day release printed herewith, and include 

hints in the stories on the identity of the actress and picture in 

cases where pictures are many years old. Get the local radio 

station to call attention to the contest, which can also be distrib¬ 

uted through cooperative dealers’ broadsides. 

The stunt is big! Give it every facility, complete coverage! 

Order the 2-Column Mats Nos. 25—A, B, C, D, E, F—20c each; 

Cuts—50c each. 

Fourth Day 

Fifth Day 

Sixth Day 

GIVE A “LAUREL 
DALLAS” BIRTHDAY PARTY 

Fa ns ! Do Yo u Know Yo u r 
Famous Movie Mothers? 
Prizes — Fun in Contest! 

Give a big birthday party for the prettiest girl in town 

between the ages of thirteen and fifteen, whose birthday falls 

during the week of your showing of “Stella Dallas.” Base the 

stunt on the birthday party scene in the picture, in which 

Stella Dallas gives a party for her daughter Laurel. True, the 

party doesn’t come off—^but that’s all the more reason why 

you should put over your party for the local “Laurel Dallas” 

with a bang! 

Starting off with a contest to find the prettiest local girl of 

Laurel’s age in the scene. This should be done by having girls 

submit photos for judging—^which incidentally invites a tie-up 

with a local photographer. Start early and keep the publicity 

boiling until the lucky girl has been chosen and the party 

arranged. You can promote a vacant store or possibly a hall 

or private dining room for your party, and get local dealers 

to supply ice cream and cake in return for the ballyhoo. 

Invite all the girls of the same age, whose birthdays fall dur¬ 

ing the week, with their boy friends. You’ll find that most of 

them and their friends will become customers for your show. 

The birthday party still, which you’ll want to use in your 

publicity, is No. 67 in the set. 

How many of the famous “Mother Love” movies, 
which you’ve seen, thrilled at and wept at, can you 

recall? 
Every so often Hollywood gives us a poignant, 

unforgettable screenplay based on the universally 
appealing theme of a mother’s sacrifice. Can you 
remember such pictures of the past, and the actresses 
who portrayed the mothers? Here’s a new contest 
that offers fun in challenging your memory, together 
with profit for those wide-awake moviegoers who can 
give the right answers! 

The newest, as well as the greatest, of the mother- 
love pictures is Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,” 
which comes .... to the Star Theatre with Barbara 
Stanwyck in the leading role and an all-star support¬ 
ing cast including John Boles, Anne Shirley, Alan 
Hale, and Barbara O’Neil. The Star Theatre, in con¬ 
junction with the TIMES-WORLD, is offering prizes 
of $15, $10 and $5 respectively to the movie fans 

who can guess most accurately the names of five 
famous mother-love movies of the past (a “still” 
from each of which will appear daily in this paper 
for six days beginning today), and the name of the 
leading actress shown. For the twelve next best 
sets of answers, twelve pairs of guest tickets to “Stella 
Dallas” are offered. 

Enter the contest today! You’ll find it an amusing 
pastime for the whole family—and there is the pos¬ 
sibility of winning one of those prizes! And whether 
you win a prize or not, don’t fail to see Barbara 
Stanwyck’s heart-stirring performance of “Stella 
Dallas” — a film story made by Samuel Goldwyn 
from the famous best-selling novel of the same name. 

Save your daily answers in the “Stella Dallas” con¬ 
test until the last picture has been run—then send 
them in all together to Contest Editor, c/o The 
TIMES-WORLD. 

Here’s A “Natural" Woman’s Feature * 
Mother-love in its various angles is always a timely subject for your woman’s page or one 

for your local feminine columnists to enlarge upon as she sees fit. Every type of reader 
goes for it, reads in it his or her own ideas and feelings. It ties in directly with your picture 
with the same fundamental emotional appeal that the picture has. It’s an easy selling job 
for you! Your editor will be ready with a quick response for this one. Here’s the story: 

^‘^Stella Dallas’^ Shows How Mother 
Love Increases Through The Years 

Is Maternal Instinct Stronger in Humans Than in Animals? Barbara Stanwyck 
Photoplay Suggests an Interesting Answer. 

By Florence Morris 

Ask any group of twenty women, picked at ran¬ 
dom, what is the most powerful emotion in a woman’s 
heart, and you will invariably get the unanimous 
answer—“maternal love.” 

The instinct of a mother to love and protect her 
young is a force that transcends all other emotions. 
Moreover, the same unselfish devotion that impels 
the educated mother of a so-called civilized race to 
shield its young is predominant to the same extent 
with the savage mother in the heart of the jungle. 
Mother love is a universal instinct that recognizes no 
distinctions of race, color or geography. It is the 
same the world over, and there seems to be no limit 
to the sacrifices a mother will make in behalf of her 
children no matter what her station in life. 

For example, in the motion picture “Stella Dallas,” 
Barbara Stanwyck vividly dramatizes how an unedu¬ 
cated woman who has married out of her social class 
can rise to sublime heights of love and devotion 
toward her daughter. 

As her child grows up she is suddenly confronted 
with the knowledge that her own lack of education 
and culture are a handicap to her daughter’s future, 
and she accordingly relinquishes her baby and sacri¬ 

fices her own right to happiness so that her daughter 
may have advantages that she cannot give her. 

This unselfish instinct is not limited to humans. 
Curious to note, however, is the fact that while 

mother love in the human race seems to grow 
stronger with the years, the mother instinct of ani¬ 
mals is only active while the offspring is very young. 
As soon as the cub can shift for itself, the mother 
abandons it and will have nothing more to do with it. 
Experiments with cats reveal that a mother cat sepa¬ 
rated from her kittens for a few weeks will forget 
them entirely. 

Perhaps the fact that animals in most cases ma- ^ 
ture relatively much younger than humans has some¬ 
thing to do with this. And though nature has definite 
laws which govern both animals and humans, it is 
apparent that with human beings our complex social 
system has created new and special problems in the 
relationship of parent and child which do not exist 
under the simple and set laws of nature. 

The motion picture “Stella Dallas,” a Samuel 
Goldwyn production which comes .... to the Star 
Theatre, provides a poignant and graphic example 
of how environment and social contacts can affect 
the relationship of a mother and daughter. 
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l/ct **Stella** Dominate Your Front 

- RUN A MOTHER-AND- 
DAUGHTER CONTEST 

Stage a “Most Beautiful Mother-and-Daughter Con¬ 

test” with the help of your local newspaper, which 

should grah at the stunt as a new and appeahng circu- 

lation-hoosting feature. Invite mothers to send in 

pictures of themselves with their daughters, and judge 

^ on the basis of the most attractive pair. Clothing and 

accessories can he promoted as prizes, in addition to 

whatever prizes the paper may contribute as an impetus 

to the stunt. 

After preliminary eliminations, choose the final 

winner on your stage, with local feminists and beauty 

experts as judges. The stunt is effective from the 

“heart” angle as well as from the standpoint of interest 

in beauty. 

The dominant note in the story of “Stella Dallas” is 

Stella herself—Stella as the pretty young daughter of a 

poor family, Stella as a nagging wife, Stella as a careless, 

slipshod mother, and finally Stella as an aging woman who 

makes a great sacrifice for her daughter’s happiness. 

This is the note that should dominate your front display 

above any other. Put across the poignant performance of 

Barbara Stanwyck as the unfortunate “Stella Dallas” by 

mounting, good and big in the center of your marquee, a 

cutout from still or paper of one of her closeups in emo¬ 

tional vein. Below this, extending across the width of your 

marquee, you can place a series of Stella in her many moods 

and stages, also reproduced from paper or stills. 

On a sheet of scrim in front of this display, mount the 

name STELLA DALLAS in large, bold letters and illumi¬ 

nate it from behind with a flasher so that the sign will go 

on and off in front of your display. For illustrative matter 

on either side of your entrance, blow up the stills suggested 

in the illustration (Nos. 18 and 164). 

AIR THE EMOTIONAL CONFLICT 
The poignant situation in “Stella Dallas,” when the mother 

discovers that her daughter has made social contacts that 

make her ashamed of her own mother, provides rich material 

for discussion by women’s feature writers and other domestic 

relations experts. You should have no trouble in arranging 

interviews and debates both in newspaper columns and over 

the air, on the topic: Should a mother supervise the social 

contacts of her young daughter? Or should she permit the 

daughter to make friendships that improve her own social 

status, at the risk of estranging her own parents? 

As a question for the Inquiring Reporter column, or as a 

theme for controversy in the Letters to Editor department, 

this topic would stir interest among innumerable people who 

have come face to face with the problem in their own lives. 

ADDITIONAL 
“MOTHER” CONTESTS 

Another “Mother” contest that’s sure to be 

effective is one for the “Oldest Mother in 

Town.” The obvious broad appeal of this 

stunt makes it an unusually desirable feature 

for any live newspaper. Competing mothers 

should be prepared to prove their age, and 

%■ should give information about the number of 

their children. The oldest mother will prob¬ 

ably prove to be also a grandmother or even a 

great-grandmother with a large family of de¬ 

scendants, pictures of which will make first- 

rate material for newspaper publicity and 

lobby displays. 

A variation of the idea might be a contest 

for the mother with the largest family, on the 

principle of the Stork Derbies which have had 

such a big play recently. 

Contact Women’s and 

Parents’ Clubs 
The terrific mother-love angle in the “Stella 

Dallas” story, with its theme of a mother’s 

devotion and sacrifice, offers a grand oppor¬ 

tunity for promotion linked up with women’s 

clubs, parents’ association, and like organiza- 

♦ tions. Go after the members of these clubs in 

your direct-mail campaign, and invite the heads 

of the organizations to be your guests on open¬ 

ing night. “Stella Dallas” is essentially a 

woman’s picture, and its dramatic glorification 

^of motherhood will win you the cooperation 

and support of every women’s and parents’ 

organization in town. 

Beautiful Baby 

Photo Contest 
A local photographer can be in¬ 

duced to cooperate with you on a Beau¬ 
tiful Bahy Contest and photograph the 
babies free of charge for the publicity 
and the chance of selling extra photos to 
the mothers. 

Announce the contest on your screen 
or in your program, ads or with a spe¬ 
cial throwaway. Include the name of the 
photographer and where the babies are 
to be photographed. You might arrange 
to have them photographed in the lobby 
of your theatre, thus adding to the 
ballyhoo. 

Prizes can be as important as you 
care to make them. You can probably 
promote at least one of the local mer¬ 
chants to donate the prizes in exchange 
for the publicity. 

If the contest is run in conjunction 
with the newspaper, it means that much 
more advertising and publicity. Pictures 
of the babies displayed in the lobby, in 
the photographer’s window or gallery as 
well as reproduced in the newspaper will 
attract all the women in town. Use the 
stills showing Baby Mila Samrich, who 
plays the role in the picture, in your 
publicity campaign. One of these stills 
is reproduced at right. 

MOTHER-AND-DAUGHTER ANGLE 
PROVIDES LIVE TIE-UP 

STUNTS 
Mother-and-Daughter Apparel Tieups 

Get the local fashion, ladies’ wear, depart¬ 

ment stores and beauty shoppes to feature a 

“Mother-and-Daughter” angle in their publicity 

and advertising during “Stella Dallas” week, 

or for a week or two in advance. 

The mother-and-daughter idea offers a novel 

and effective promotion slant that ties in 

directly with the theme of the picture. Window 

displays could have a sort of “double feature” 

effect with simultaneous showings of wearing 

apparel for both mother and daughter; and 

while they need not be identical in design, etc., 

the idea would be to suggest the value of mother 

and daughter clothing styles that harmonize. 

Stills and blow-ups showing Barbara Stanwyck 

as “Stella Dallas” with her daughter should be 

made a prominent feature of the displays, as 

well as of newspaper ads. 
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DISPLAY FAMOUS MOTHER' POEM IN YOUR LOBBY 

TO ^M0WE«5 LO'Jt 
$Anuri vaitmn Iho. 
^wAitncL 

Ml ' -" / 
STELLA DALLAS 

<^is^ 

The strong theme of mother love and sacrifice that climaxes your picture is beau¬ 

tifully expressed in Rudyard Kipling’s celebrated poem, “Mother o’ Mine.” A 

blowup of the text of this poem, reproduced in your lobby as the basis of a 

show-selling display, is as effective a means of driving home the beauty and 

heart appeal of the story as you can get. 

You can display a simple blowup of the words of the poem set in type, or 

build a more elaborate display directly linking the poem with your picture, 

by having your artist make a large compo board easel, lettering the words 

on it, with copy and art below turning the idea into a selling message on 

“Stella Dallas,” as in the illustration. Tie them together with the headline: 

“TWO GLORIOUS TRIBUTES TO A MOTHER’S LOVE.” It will make a 

sock piece of show-selling that can’t fail to impress all who see it. 

Here are the words of the poem: 

‘‘MOTHER O’ MINE” by RUDYARD KIPLING 

If I were hanged on the highest 

hill. 
Mother o’ Mine, O Mother o’ 

Mine! 
I know tvhose love would follow 

me still. 
Mother o’ Mine, O Mother o’ 

Mine! 

If / were drowned in the deepest 
sea. 

Mother o’ Mine, O Mother o’ 
Mine! 

I know whose tears would come 
down to me. 

Mother o’ Mine, O Mother o’ 
Mine! 

If I were damned of body and 

soul, 
I know whose prayers would ^ 

make me whole. 
Mother o’ Mine, O Mother o’ 

Mine! 

MOTHERS-CHECK YOUR 
BABIES, SEE THE SHOW 

Make arrangements for taking care of babies for mothers 

who want to see “Stella Dallas” in the afternoon and have no 

place to park the baby. Make announcement of this on your 

screen and in your newspaper ads and program. Here is an idea 

that not only sells the theme of the picture and stresses its im¬ 

portance, but it is a novel idea in itself and will start the whole 

town talking. 

You can easily provide a space in the lobby or a room in the 

theatre with a girl usher or local nurse in charge where mothers 

can safely leave their children while they are in seeing the show. 

To add interest to the stunt you might even arrange with one of 

the local merchants or toy shops to contribute some toys or suit¬ 

able decorations for the space or room, in exchange for a credit 

card in your lobby. 

AIR ‘MOTHER SONG’ PROGRAMS 
Local radio stations should jump at the suggestion that they 

arrange a program of music built around “mother songs” both 

old and new. It’s a sure-fire entertainment idea, and lends itself 

naturally to a plug for “Stella Dallas.” 

The idea is equally good for window tieups with music stores. 

Get them to display the sheet music of the famous mother songs 

of today and yesterday, with, of course, stills and copy on “Stella 

Dallas” as the center of the display. 

ENCOURAGE THE STORK! 
You can grab off some extra publicity space by offering a three 

months, six months, or even a full season pass to every mother 

whose child is born during the week of the show. The announce¬ 

ment will stir plenty of attention and create goodwill, and it isn’t 

apt to cost you many ducats unless the stork puts on an extra 

spurt during your run. 

PLANT THIS WOMAN'S 
PAGE LETTER CONTEST 

There’s a tensely dramatic decision that confronts Barbara Stan-,^ 
wyck as “Stella Dallas” when she discovers that she stands in the 
way of her own daughter’s happiness. The social contacts her 
daughter has made at school have created a situation whereby she 
is suddenly conscious of the gap which separates her mother and 
her new friends. Stella is torn between the natural mother’s desire 
to keep with her the daughter she loves and idolizes, and the feel¬ 
ing that by so doing she is denying her daughter certain advantages 

and the opportunity for happiness. 

What shall she do—what would YOU do? These are questions 
that can be made the basis of a letter contest on the women’s page 
of your local paper. Offer ducats for the best letters received each 

day during the run of the contest. 

BRAMATIZE “MOTHER” THEME 
WITH UNIQUE LOBBY BISPLAY 

You can dramatize the mother love theme unforgettably by put¬ 
ting a display in your lobby or out in front depicting the forms 
that mother love takes in various parts of the world and among 
various races. It’s a human interest stunt that will draw attention.^ 

Get as many of the familiar drawings or photographs as you 
can, illustrating how mothers of all types take care of their babies, 
such as the Indian squaw with her papoose on her back, the Eskimo 
mother with her child wrapped up under her coat, the African 
savage mother with her offspring suspended in a primitive ham¬ 
mock, and so on. For an amusing touch you might also include a 

picture of a kangaroo with its yoving in its pouch. 

Spot these pictures, or blowups of them, around a large blowup 
of one of the stills showing Stella Dallas with her child as a 
little baby in the center of your display. Your copy should reail:~^ 
“Mothers the world over will thrill to the heart-tugging story of 

‘STELLA DALLAS.’ ” 

• 

TRY THIS TEASER BALLY 
For a street bally, a woman carry¬ 

ing a dummy baby in her arms and 

parading the streets will make them 

stop and look. Use a teaser line to 

sell the picture, such as “SHOULD 

I GIVE UP MY DAUGHTER FOR 

HER FUTURE HAPPINESS”?— 

SEE “STELLA DALLAS” at the 

Rivoli Theatre. This is an easy and 

inexpensive stunt, but none the less 

effective. A doll in swaddling clothes^ 

will serve as the baby. 
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SMART SHOWMEN 
WILL CO TO TOWN 

, ON TIE-UP STILLS! 
“Stella Dallas” offers plenty of material for tie- 

ups and coop ads with the local merchants. Samuel 

Goldwyn has not missed an opportunity to give you 

strong selling angles which can be used regardless 

of the local situation. 

Alert merchants can be sold on window and 

counter displays of stills that picture their products 

and hook up their selling to a hit show. Flowers, 

bridal gowns, bicycles, party favors, refreshment 

, counters, pipes, jewelry, luggage and kitchen uten¬ 

sils are only a few of the features demonstrated 

forcibly in the stills. There are more than enough 

to cover every important store in your town. And 

they are naturals! Order stills by number—10c 

each. 

Here are the numbers of tieup stills illustrated at right— 

reading from top, left to right: Flowers—/Vo. 95; Bicycles— 

/Vo. 183; Bridal Costumes—/Vos. 164 and 163; Sporting Goods 

^ and Games—/Vo. 135; Pajamas, Negligees—No. 105; Confec¬ 

tionery and Favors—No. 66; Pipes—No. S-50; Soda Fountain 

—No. 192. 

OFFER PRIZES FOR TRUE “MOTHER LOVE” STORIES 
Everyone has seen or heard of instances in daily life in which 

mothers have made supreme sacrifices for the sake of their chil¬ 

dren. There’s no better way to put across the mother love 

appeal of your show than by offering small prizes or pairs of 

ducats to those who send in brief accounts of such happenings 

of which they have personal knowledge. 

Present the idea to your local editor as a running contest, in 

which the best daily anecdote exemplifying mother love can 

be printed each day for a couple of weeks. A prize of $1 for 

each one printed, or a few sets of ducats for the best four or 

five received each day, will build up interest and participation 

in the stunt. 

Broadsides distributed by stores are also good vehicles for 

this contest, with letter-writers sending their entries to the the¬ 

atre. It is suggested that contestants, in writing their stories, be 

allowed to omit actual names and addresses of the people they 

are writing about, thereby removing a possible drawback to 

their writing about their friends and families. 

It’s a live idea with plenty emotional appeal and real show¬ 

manship value. It’s up to you to set it rolling! 

USE RADIO TO 
Run a Radio 

A Radio Talent Contest is an ideal 
ether fans, and is particularly appro- 
nature of Stella’s role. 

dramatic stars that they will be given 
by being auditioned in scenes from 

PLUG YOUR SHOW 
Talent Contest 

stunt for selling “Stella Dallas” to 
priate to the extremely dramatic 

Announce to ambitious would-be 
an opportunity to prove their worth 
“Stella Dallas.” You can hold pre¬ 

liminary auditions in private, eliminating the more hopeless contestants, and then hold 
your contest auditions over the station, using portions of the “Dallas” script with mem¬ 
bers of the studio stock company as a supporting cast. These auditions can be run as a 
daily features lasting for a week or so, and the winner can be awarded a job on the 
studio’s dramatic staff. 

GRAB ATTENTION WITH 
“OVERDRESSED-WOMAN” 

STUNT 
If you’re looking for a unique stunt that 

will attract the ladies, try a fashion compe¬ 
tition with a fresh slant — a “Stella Dallas 
Fashion Contest.” 

The new angle is that the girls vie with one 
another to dress loudly and in poor taste— 
as Stella Dallas dresses—instead of in good 
taste. Build up the contest well in advance 
—sprinkle the local paper liberally with stills 
showing Stella in her over-fancy costumes— 
and offer a prize to the woman in town who 
can dress up in the gaudiest, flashiest, most 
overdone “glad rags.” 

It’s a zippy, attention-startling contest idea 
with that novel slant that feature editors are 
always looking for. Rightly handled, it will 
get you newspaper space and word-of-mouth 
publicity for weeks running. Hold the final 
judging on your stage on opening night— 
letting the audience, if you care to, choose 
the winner by acclaim. 

EMOTIONAL CONFLICT 
A NATURAL FOR THE 
INQUIRING REPORTER 

The Inquiring Reporter column is always 
a good vehicle for a show-boosting plant 
where your picture revolves around some 
profound emotional conflict, as in “Stella 
Dallas.” 

Suggest this question to the Inquiring Re¬ 
porter on your local newspaper, to he asked 
of mothers in your town: 

“IFouZd you give up your child per¬ 
manently for the sake of his or her own hap¬ 
piness, as Barbara Stanwyck does in ‘Stella 
Dallas’?’’ 

The question wiU start plenty of women 
talking—some on one side of the question, 
some on the other. When the column of 
answers is run, see that a still of Stanwyck in 
her “Dallas” role is planted at the head of it. 

You can also use the above question as the 
basis of a radio contest, tying up with a local 
commercial program and getting the sponsor 
to award prizes for the best 100-word answers. 

Public Libraries Are 
Good Tie-up Prospects 

On ^'^Stella Dallas^’ 
Copies of Olive Higgins Prouty’s famous novel, 

“Stella Dallas,” which formed the original of the 
picture, are to be found in every public library in 
the country. You should not neglect the oppor¬ 
tunity to build displays in the public libraries in 
your town based on the book and including stills 
and selling copy, using the space which most 
libraries provide for such displays. 

A good many profitable tie-ups of this kind have 
been made with public libraries by wide-awake ex¬ 
hibitors. You will find them cooperative in almost 
all cases. 

Bookstores are also live prospects for window 
and counter displays on copies of “Stella Dallas,” 
which is a perennial best seller. 

• 

Blow Up ‘‘Dallas^^ Page 
The fame of the original book “Stella Dallas,” 

on which your picture is based, is universal. One of 
the biggest best-sellers of its generation, its readers 
number in the hundreds of thousands. 

You can make an effective lobby or front display, 
tying in with the famous story, by blowing up the 
title page or an inside page of the book. Border the 
blowup with stills from the picture, and selling 
copy. 

You can elaborate further on this idea by dis¬ 
playing a few copies of the book on a table in your 
outside lobby, with copy such as, “A Million 
Readers Have Thrilled to the Story of ‘Stella Dal¬ 
las.’ Now You Can See It Come to Life on the 
Screen.” 
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TICKET-SELLING NEWSPAPER 
TTERE are your topnotch newspapers 

art drawings on ‘‘Stella Dallas”. . . 

every one a product of a well-known 

artist’s pencil or brush . . . every one a 

strong show-selling plant for your picture! 

The artists who give you these sketches 

are nationally known illustrators for big- 

time magazines and newspapers. There is 

no question about the effectiveness of these 

drawings in impressing readers with the 

entertainment value of “Stella Dallas.” It’s 

up to you to get space for this outstanding 

art by contacting editors in your town and 

seeing that they run these drawings! 

Bert Sharkey sketches Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles with his dis¬ 

tinctive line, portraying Stanwyck in the flashy finery that characterizes 

her role as the unhappy “Stella Dallas.” 

Order 2-Col. Mat No. 22—20c (Cut—50c) 

3-Col. Mat No. 18—30c (Cut—75c) 

2- Col. Mat No. 23—20c (Cut—50c) 

3- Col. Mat No. 19—30c (Cut—75c) 

Willard Downes silhouettes 

Stella and the man she marries 

in an idyllic picnic scene—one 

of the earlier sequences of the 

picture before her troubles 

have begun. 

Order 2-Col. Mat No. 21—20c 

(C.iit—50c) ; or 3-Col. Mat No. 

17—30c (Cut—75c) 

Another vivid portrait of the two principals, done by 

Artist Walters, in which Stella is shown as the fresh young 

small-town girl who was so delightful before she became 

a social climber. 
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ART ON "STELLA DALLAS f f 

In this impressionistic portrait of Barbara 

Stanwyck as “Stella,” the artist, Gene 

Aiello, shows her in two typical contrast¬ 

ing moods—as a vixenish, discontented 

woman and as the light-hearted girl of her 

earlier days. 

Order 3-Col. Mat No. 16—30c (Cut—75c) 

DO YOU REMEMBER ? 

l^HAT BEAUTIFUL TALE OF 
A MOTHER’S SACRIFICE 

Uhat 
POIGNANT DRAMA 
OF MATERNAL LOVE 
AND DEVOTION 

THE MELOtTV IINCEI^S ON' 
WITH JO$Ei>EIINE HUTCHINSON 

Here’s a Higgins drawing portraying a tender scene between 

Stella and her daughter Laurel, for whom she makes the 

supreme sacrifice. Available on 2-Col. Mat No. 24 — 20c 

(Cut 50c) 

A poignant cartoon, alive 

with human interest, in 

which Larry Sobel recalls 

to mind other great 

“mother” roles in films of 

the past and compares 

them with “Stella Dallas.” 

Available on 2-Col. Mat 

No. 20—20c (Cut—50c); 

or 3-Col. Mat No. 15—30c 

(Cut—75c) 

Jr YOU SAW AND REMEMBER 
THESE PICTURES.YOU MUST 
SEE THE MOST ENDURING 
STORY OF A MOTHER’S LOVE 
EVER TOLD_WHEN- 

Samuel Goldwyn 
p RESENTS 

BARBARA ANNE 
STANWYCK AND SHIRLEY 

11^ 

■STELLA DALLAS' 
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No^’ says Science, proving 

through historical and 

biological findings that 

"Stella Dallas” story 

could easily happen 

in real life 

"Yes!,’ say sophisticated Moderns, 

scoffing at "old-fashioned ” 

idea of mothers’ 

supreme sacrifices 

for their offspring 

As "Stella Dallas”, Barbara Stanwyck, the tragic heroine of Samuel Goldwyn’s 

new motion picture, portrays the fierce, yearning mother love of a woman 

ready to make any sacrifice for her child’s happiness. 

Charles Darwin, the 

great revolutionist, first 

explained mother love 

in scientific terms. 

curve of sacrifice. 
And yet it is difficult to prove 

that mother love among the ani¬ 
mals stalking through the wilds of 
Africa, the frozen wastes of the 
North Pole, the impenetrable 
mountains of Tibet differs appre¬ 
ciably from that which surrounds 
a child as its birthright. 

The youngster clings to its 
mother’s apron strings, cries for 
its mother when danger ap¬ 
proaches, associates its mother 

from the cup of love to be fair 
payment for the pains of a life¬ 
time.” Perhaps this is especially 
true in the animal world where 
Nature’s complex system causes 
many insects to die immediately 
after the offspring emerge from 
the eggs around which the moth¬ 
ers have placed a store of labo¬ 
riously collected food. Nature, in 
other words, exploits the mothers 
so that the species may survive. 

Witness Mother Otter, one of 
the denizens of the Bear Tribe. 
Man has done nearly everything 
imaginable to extingruish the otter 
—but it has survived because of 
its high degree of maternal care. 
The otter has one litter a year and 
the little animals are practically 
helpless-^and blind to boot. 

What makes your mother otter 

TIREMAN save my child,” 
shrieks an agonized mother, 
as she drops her precious 

babe into the net below and grate¬ 
fully lets herself be swallowed up 
by the raging flames. 

“Sheer melodrama ... good, old- 
fashioned hokum,” the handsome 
young blade murmurs lazily to his 
fair partner, “but people don’t do 
those things in real life. They are 
too\theatric. When you get right 
do\Ai to it,” he centres in his 
best erudite mannet^’they are 
contrary to the laws.of self-pre-^ 
servation—you know, the laws of 
nature.” 

The gay young thing sighs pro¬ 
foundly and moves imperceptibly 
closer to her man. Wl^should she 
tromile to analyze the impulses of 
motherhood while she is still young 
and fancy-free? Time enough to 
worry about the mysteries of being 
a mother when the time comes. Be¬ 
sides, the young man beside her 
talks glibly of science and figures 
things out neatly. 

But the young man’s knowledge 
of science is somewhat lacking. If 
his best girl won’t argue with him 
because she is much more in¬ 
trigued by the way he does _ the 
rhumba than by the wise things 
he has to offer conversationally, 
there are others who would take 
immediate umbrage to his casual 
remarks. 

Naturally, millions of mothers 
from here to Zanzibar and back 
again would have plenty to say. 
His off-hand indictment that flesh- 
and-blood mothers wouldn’t really 
sacrifice their lives for their pro¬ 
geny is provocative enough to 
bring his compact little world 
crashing about his ears. 

A famous example of unreasoning mother in¬ 

stinct ... the she wolf that nurtured Romulus 

and Remus. 

I'^oth^n^iniatte^ .aud -iru yx>ung^ womanhood, Stella 

Dallas protects the daughter about whom her whole 

life revolves. ' 

mythological story, but it proves 
that the author of such a legend 
knew how compelling was the in¬ 
stinct of motherhood in a dumb 
animal. 

Many, in fact, are the stories in 
literature which have dealt with 
this very theme because of its 
great human appeal. One does not 
forget too easily the life of “Ma¬ 
dame X” who gladly went through 
the tortures and sufferings of 
watching her child live with others 
and give them the love which was 
hers rightfully so that he would 
never know the sordidness and 
horror of her life, for as Goethe 
once put it: “Her life is in her 
children . . . her crown is love.” 

And recently, Samuel Goldwyn, 
realizing the universality of the 
theme which makes heroines out of 
the tawdriest creatures, selected 
the poignant and moving story of 
“Stella Dallas” for a picture that 
tells of the joys and heartbreak 
and triumphs of a woman who 
found redemption through mother 
love. Starring Barbara Stanwyck 
and John Boles, it is based on one 
of the world’s most widely read 
novels, and from advance reports 
it is a picture packed with thrills 
and drama galore. 

“Stella Dallas” was born on the 
wrong side of the street; she goes 
through life’s mill rather roughly 
because she does not understand 
its refinements. She recklessly 
gives up a man’s love because she 
cannot analyze it properly. She 
stumbles blindly along “mean 
street” because she is slovenly and 
pleasure-loving. But there is one 
thing she loves more fiercely than 
anything else in the world, and 
that is her baby. 

But when the realization dawns 
upon her that her world will ruin 
her child, there is a smile of tri¬ 
umph on her face, as she steals 
out of her daughter’s life. 

A poet once said of a mother: 
“She holds a couple of draughts 

Another historic instance of mother love. The 

child’s true mother begs Solomon to give her 

babe to another rather than sever it in twain. 

its pleasurable experiences When you go to the Zoo, you 
as eating, playing, sleeping probably get the notion that an 

The child plays out the come- elephant is such a jumbo, she 
and dramas of its youth the wouldn’t know a thing about the 

e it subconsciously leans on cares of childhood But if you ever 
female parent. The guidance saw Mrs Elephant rushipg 
support received generally be around like a busy-body to take 
; a life-time bond. her baby swimming or caressing 
or is this state of affairs so it on a jungle holiday, you'd real- 
rent from the one which is ize that female elephants are 
ted in a bee-hive. When it is pretty remarkable An inmate of 
to swarm out of a hive, the the bird world who has proven 

tier Queen follows her brood of herself no slouch when it comes to 
Iren with an eagle eye. And bringing up children is the rook, 
in turn are so dependent on Both Mr and Mrs. Rook build the 

that they will continue to flu nurseries, but baby Rooks invari- 
nd, refusing to settle unless ably refuse to be fed by their 
is with them. If they lose her, fathers. “Mother knows best,” say 
won’t rest for a moment. At the infant rooks—so father brings 

, they may return to the hive home the bacon, but mother feeds 
let themselves be led by a new it. 
igqueen—but they’ll be pret, Whether psychologists and sci- 
tfallen all the same. entists will ever revise their in- 
1 the other hand, baby bees terpretations of an instinct which 
I little to expect from a Virgin has motivated life from its very 
;n who resents them fiercely dawn, “Stella Dallas,” shortly to 
use she has none of her own. be released by United Artists, 
il she IS fertilized, she does dramatizes the life of a woman on 
;rickiest things in an attempt “mean street” who made the 
ting them. This may sounr* supreme sacrifice so that her 
er ghoulish, but think of the daughter’s happiness would re- 
lless woman who will kidnap mam unclouded, 
her’s baby because she yearns Directed by King Vidor, “Stella 
ercely for a child to love and Dallas” features Anne Shirley and 
e. Tim Holt. 

Dr. Sigmund Freud, foun¬ 

der of psychoanalysis 

explains the riddle of 

mother love in terms of 

modern science. 
In a dramatic scene Stella Dallas shields her young daughter (Anne Shirley) 

from the unwelcome advances of a caller (Alan Hale). 

A smash feature plant with a sure-fire theme and a novel, spectacular twist, this "Stella Dallas" Sunday story will find an eager 

reception from newspaper editors everywhere. Order the complete 8-Col. Mat direct from Exploitation Dept., United Artists, 

729—7th Ave., New York. Price—80c. 



PUBLICITY 
Samuel Goldwyn^s ^^Stella Dallas’^ Due 

With Barbara Stanwyck in Title Role 
Strong Cast Headed by John Boles Includes Anne 

Shirley Alan Hale, Barbara O’Neil 

and Tim Holt 

John Boles and Barbara Stanwyck 
in “Stella Dallas,’* 

11—One-Col. Scene 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

Barbara Stanwyck 

Chosen from Among 

48 Tests for ‘Dallas’ 

(ADVANCE FEATURE) 

When Samuel Goldwyn assem¬ 
bled the cast for the production of 
“Stella Dallas,” which is the at¬ 
traction at the • _• • • Theatre be¬ 
ginning . . . his choice for the 
title role of “Stella Dallas” was 
only made after viewing numerous 
candidates for the coveted role. 

Forty-eight different screen tests 
were made, which included 
actresses famous in Hollywood and 
New York, as well as unknowns 
from stock companies throughout 
the country. 

Not only does the entire story 
revolve around and depend on the 
characterization of “Stella Dallas,” 
but the role is one of the most 
difficult to play, showing tlie 
woman’s moral fiber and character 
gradually breaking down as the 
plot unfolds. 

The screen tests were made in 
an unusual manner, being equiv¬ 
alent to “shorts” in length. Gold¬ 
wyn instructed Director King 
Vidor to test the various candi¬ 
dates in four different phases of 
the screen play. Then the film 
was edited into what corresponded 
to a regular “short” subject, and 
Mr. Goldwyn and his executive 
staff spent five hours in the pro¬ 
jection room reviewing each dif¬ 
ferent “short.” 

Miss Stanwyck’s interpretation 
won her the role, and those who 
have seen her portrayal of the 
poignant and tensely dramatic 
theme agree that she reaches 
supreme heighs of histrionic ex¬ 
pression. 

Anne Shirley Has 

Important Role 

In “Stella Dallas” 

(ADVANCE' feature:) 

Anne Shirley, who portrays the 
role of the daughter in the Samuel 
Goldwyn production of “Stella 
Dallas,” which is booked for show¬ 
ing at the .... Theatre on . . . ., 
was borrowed from Radio pictures 
after she was tested by Director 
King Vidor with Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck who had been assigned the 
title role of “Stella.” 

The signing of Anne Shirley to 
play with Miss Stanwyck revealed 
the interesting fact that the last 
time these two actresses appeared 
together was in 1932 when Anne 
Shirley portrayed Miss Stanwyck 
as a child in “So Big.” Since then 
Miss Shirley has grown into debu¬ 
tante roles with great success. 

It will be Miss Shirley’s most 
difficult role to date, since she must 
“grow” from a little girl of eleven 
to a young lady of eighteen during 
the course of the screen play. 

The script for “Stella Dallas” 
was written by Sarah Mason and 
Victor Heerman, who wrote 
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(ADVANCE READER) 
The Samuel Goldwyn production of “Stella Dallas,” with Bar¬ 

bara Stanwyck in the title role, the next attraction at the ... . 
Theatre, beginning- . . . ., is a tense drama of a mother who sac¬ 
rifices her own right to happiness for the sake of her daughter. 
It gives Miss Stanwyck the strongest role in her entire career 
and one which was coveted by every leading actress in Holly¬ 
wood. "■ 

Co-starred 

with Miss 
Stanwyck is 

John Boles 
with a distin¬ 
guished sup¬ 
porting cast, 
including Anne 
Shirley, Alan 
Hale, Barbara 
O’Neil, A 1 
Shean of the 
famous team 
of Gallagher 
and Shean and 
Tim Holt, son 
of Jack Holt. 

“Stella Dal¬ 
las” is with¬ 
out doubt one 
of the most 

Barbara Stanwyck 
in “Stella Dallas,” 

13 — Thumbnail 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

poignant and gripping stories ever 
to be filmed. It was originally a 
best-selling novel by Olive Hig¬ 
gins Prouty, later a success on the 
Broadway stage and as a silent 
picture produced by Goldwyn 

twelve years ago, scored a sensa¬ 
tional hit. 

It brought to attention such stars 
as Constance Bennett, Douglas 
Fairbanks, Jr., who played his first 
adult role in the production, Lois 
Moran and Alice Joyce. Ronald 
Colman, whose picture career had 
just started, leaped to box-office 
prominence, and Belle Bennett, in 
the characterization of the mother, 
was catapulted from obscurity into 
the star class by her performance. 

In the new sound version Mr. 
Goldwyn has utilized every facility 
of his tremendous production re¬ 
sources in the creation of what is 
regarded as one of the more im¬ 
portant pictures of the current 
season. Two of filmland’s finest 
writers, Sarah Mason and Victor 
Heerman, prepared the script, and 
the direction was in the hands of 
King Vidor, who made “Street 
Scene” for Mr. Goldwyn as well as 
a succession of other smash hits. 

“Stella Dallas” is released 
through United Artists. 

TH€ STORY 
W HEN his father, faced with financial ruin, commits suicide, 

Stephen Dallas decides to start again in a distant city. Even 
Helen Dales, the girl who loves him, cannot induce him to stay. 
He secures employment in a textile mill in Milhampton, Mass., and 
eventually becomes assistant to the owner, Mr. Lieber. He reads 
of Helen Dale’s marriage to Cornelius Morrison and consoles him¬ 
self with the companionship of Stella Martin, the pretty daughter 
of a mill hand. Despite their social inequality he marries her. 

Within a year she has a baby and although she worships the 
child, Stephen is acutely conscious of her essential vulgarity and 
coarseness, and resents her friendship for Ed Munn, a race track 
tout. 

Stephen progresses in his business and is transferred to New 
York. He only comes home occasionally and then to see his 
daughter. 

Years pass and Stephen and Stella are permanently separated. 
Laurel goes to school near Boston and visits her father period¬ 
ically. Meanwhile Stephen again meets Helen, who is now a 
widow, and the spark of their love is rekindled. 

Her mother’s boisterous conduct with Ed Munn makes it difficult 
for Laurel to keep her young friends and when she visits Mrs. 
Morrison on her summer vacation and tells of the fine times she 
has, her mother is fearful that Stephen and Mrs. Morrison are 
planning to wean Laurel away from her. She refuses to give 
Stephen his freedom when he asks for it, and attempts to provide 
better surroundings and companionship by taking Laurel to a fash¬ 
ionable resort. Here Laurel meets Dick Grosvenor who is imme¬ 
diately attracted to her. His folks are anxious to meet Mrs. Dallas 
and Stella prepares for the introductions that evening, while 
Laurel and Dick go off for the afternoon. 

When she returns Laurel is humiliated to find that her mother 
is an object of ridicule in the community. Heartbroken Laurel 
insists that they return home. That night on the train Stella 
Dallas overhears a conversation that reveals the truth about her¬ 
self. She goes to Helen and offers to divorce Stephen so that he 
and Helen can make a home for Laurel. 

When Laurel learns after her father’s marriage that she is to 
live with them, she tells her father she would never consider leav¬ 
ing her mother. When she is told it is her mother’s idea. Laurel 
realizes that Stella is deliberately sacrificing herself, and nothing 
can keep her from going back to her. 

Stella, however, makes a final sacrifice and finding Ed Munn, 
who is no-w a drunken bum, she gives him money and brings him 
to the house. When Laurel comes in she greets her daughter airily 
wearing her most flamboyant outfit. In the morning she is gone. 
The note she leaves for Laurel tells her that she is going to marry 
Ed Mvmn and go to South America. 

As Laurel’s wedding day arrives the only cloud to dim her 
happiness is that she hasn’t heard from her mother. The house 
is filled with flowers and wedding guests, congratulating Laurel 
and Dick Grosvenor, the bridegroom. Outside in the rain, a drab 
figure peers into the brilliantly lighted room. It is Stella Dallas. 

“Little Women” and “The Mag¬ 
nificent Obsession.” 

“Stella Dallas,” in its 1925 ver¬ 
sion, brought to fame Belle Ben¬ 
nett, Ronald Colman, Alice Joyce, 
Lois Moran, Douglas Fairbanks, 
Jr., and many others. It was one 
of the biggest smash hits of the 
screen at that time. 

The current sound version will 
benefit by the tremendous strides 
in production which have been 
made during the past twelve years 
and advance reports indicate that 
“Stella Dallas” will establish a 
new high for entertainment values 
during the 1937-38 season. It is 
released through United Artists. 

THE BEGINNING OF ROMANCE 

Barbara Stanwyck, mill girl, and John Boles, socialite, find that love 
knows no distinction, in this scene from Samuel Goldwyn’s dramatic pro¬ 

duction, “Stella Dallas,” coming to the .... Theatre, 
6—Two-Col. Scene (Mat .20; Cut .50) 

Barbara Stanwyck Enacts Drama 

Not Included in Movie Script 

Star’s Gameness Saves Anne Shirley and Averts Near 
Tragedy While Shooting “Stella Dallas” 

(ADVANCE 
Barbara Stanwyck narrowly es¬ 

caped serious injury during the 
filming of “Stella Dallas,” the 
Samuel Goldwyn production to be 
shown at the .... Theatre begin¬ 
ning . . . ., when her favorite rid¬ 
ing horse, “Buck,” stumbled into 
a gopher-hole, threw her and fell 
heavily across her body. 

Although her legs were severely 
bruised and her right arm badly 
wrenched. Miss Stanwyck refused 
to remain in bed and reported for 
work on the “Stella Dallas” set. 

However, following her return 
to work, she again became in¬ 
volved in a near-tragedy and de¬ 
spite her hampered condition, be¬ 
cause of her bruises, was the 
means of saving Anne Shirley, co¬ 
actress with her in “Stella Dallas,” 
from another mishap. 

The fall from the horse occurred 
on Miss Stanwyck’s San Fer¬ 
nando Valley ranch when she, and 
her guests, Robert Taylor and 
Marion and Zeppo Marx, were 
riding the mountain trails. 

Taylor and Mr. and Mrs. Marx 
were shocked at the possible seri¬ 
ous injury to _Miss Stanwyck and 
called a physician who bandaged 
her bruises and recommended re- 
rnaining in bed. But the star in¬ 
sisted on returning to work. 

As chances would have it, the 
schedule of “Stella Dallas” that 
day called for Miss Stanwyck to 
run alongside a train on location 
at the Santa Fe station in down¬ 
town Los Angeles. Limping and 

FEATURE) 
carrying a cane, the star discarded 
them for the work before the 
camera, despite her pain. 

In the scene she is supposed to 
be holding onto Anne Shirley’s 
hand as the latter leaves on the 
train, running alongside to say a 
long last farewell, very tearfully. 
The tears came easy because Miss 
Stanwyck’s efforts at running hurt 
so much, but as the train started 
a sudden jerk almost threw Anne 
off the steps. Running rapidly. 
Miss Stanwyck was able to, hold 
the younger girl on the steps un^l 
a porter was able to assist Miss“**^ 
Shirley to safety. 

Incidentally, this little off stage 
drama in which Barbara Stanwyck 
saves Anne Shirley from mishap is 
somewhat paralleled on the screen 
inasmuch as Miss Stanwyck, who 
portrays the mother, “Stella Dal¬ 
las,” sacrifices herself to insure the 
happiness of her daughter, who is 
played by Anne Shirley. 

“Stella Dallas” is an intensely 
dramatic glorification of mother 
love from the pen of Olive Higgins 
Prouty. The screen play was writ¬ 
ten by Sarah Mason and Victor 
Heerman. King Vidor directed. 

The cast is an unusually strong 
one with John Boles co-starred 
opposite Miss Stanwyck. Other 
members of the cast in addition to 
Anne Shirley are Alan Hale, Bar¬ 
bara O’Neil, A1 Shean of the 
famous team of Gallagher and 
Shean, and Tim Holt. It is re¬ 
leased through United Artists. 

POIGNANT DRAMA IN "STELLA DALLAS' 

Realization that she is standing in the way of her daughter’s happiness 
inspires Barbara Stanwyck to a magnificent sacrifice in this poignant 
scene with Anne Shirley in the Samuel Goldwyn production, “Stella 

Dallas,” now showing at the .... Theatre, 
5—Two-Col. Scene (Mat .20; Cut .50) 



SECTION 
“STELLA DALLAS” LAUNCHES GOLDWYN BIG HIT SCHEDULE 

Barbara Stanwyck gives a magnificent portrayal in the title role of Samuel Goldwyn’s production, '“Stella Dallas,” which is scheduled to open at the 
.... Theatre. Artist Bournes depicts Miss Stanwyck with John Boles, Anne Shirley and Alan Hale in scenes from this United Artists release. 

1—Four-Column Drawing (Mat .40; Cut 1.00) 

Tiniest Trouper in ‘‘Stella Dallas^^ 

Taxes Casting Director's Ingenuity 

(CURRENT FEATURE) 

There was one member of the cast in the Samuel Goldwyn 

production “Stella Dallas,” now playing at the ... . Theatre, 

who provided a real test for the well-known ingenuity of the 

casting department. 

A new-born baby is the most 

difficult “character actor” to find 

in Hollywood. 

Casting agents, who, on demand, 

casually produce Tibetan lamas, 

Aztec cliff-dwellers and Australian 

bushmen, suffer their biggest pro¬ 

fessional headache when an infant 

is called for in the script. 

It isn’t that babies aren’t con¬ 

stantly being born in the environs 

of the film capital, but obtaining 

their services and caring for them 

while “working” is as complicated 

a business as falls to the lot of 

any toiler in the Hollywood studio. 

Bobby Webb, Samuel Goldwyn’s 

casting director, had six weeks to 

arrange for the appearance of a 

newly-born baby in “Stella Dal¬ 

las.” It proved none too long. 

The infant appears in the film as 

the tiny daughter of “Mr. and Mrs. 

Stephen Dallas,” played by John 

Boles and Barbara Stanwyck. 

Webb says he spent weeks just 
canvassing local hospitals, mater¬ 
nity homes and obstetricians. The 
baby had to be born on or about 
April 10, and possess parents who 
would consider an immediate film 
debut of their progeny. 

Webb found several infants 
available and finally chose little 
Miss Shirley Lorraine Byrne, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. 
Byrne. Then he had to comply 
with the stririgent legal require¬ 
ments regulating screen appear¬ 
ances of infants. 

“First,” explains Byrne, “I pre¬ 
sented myself at the board of edu¬ 
cation where a nurse and a welfare 
worker made a physical examina¬ 
tion. That proving satisfactory, a 
contract was drawn up between 
studio and parents. This included 
lifelong recompense by insurance 
in case of injury to the child.” 

When the child was needed on 
the set, a nurse was sent for it in 
a closed car. As soon as she ar¬ 

rived, production of “Stella Dallas” 
was taken in charge by Mrs. Helen 
Geddes, state welfare worker. 

Infants are allowed on the set 
only two hours a day and may be 
under lights for only a total of 
twenty minutes—in periods of not 
more than 30 seconds. The welfare 
worker holds a stop watch and 
every light on the set is doused 
after a half-minute of “shooting.” 

Tiny Miss Byrne proved to be a 
great trouper, neither hiccoughing 
or yawning while “acting.” Her 
every scene was perfect. 

“Stella Dallas” is the dramatic 
glorification of mother love, which 
as a silent picture some twelve 
years ago proved one of the out¬ 
standing smash hits of the day and 
brought screen fame to Belle 
Bennett, who played the title role, 
Ronald Colman, Douglas Fair¬ 
banks, Jr., Lois Moran and Alice 

Joyce. 
The new 1937 sound version of 

“Stella Dallas” was directed by 
King Vidor from a screen play by 
Sarah Mason and Victor Heerman. 
It was produced by Samuel Gold¬ 
wyn who also made the silent ver¬ 
sion and is released through United 
Artists. 

Anne Shirley Grows Up 

In “Stella Dallas” 

(CURRENT) 

Just five years ago, when Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck starred in “So 
Big,” they had to get a little girl 
to portray Barbara as a child. 
That little girl, unknown, was one 
Anne Shirley. Now she is a fea¬ 
tured player in Samuel Goldwyn’s 
“Stella Dallas,” which is the cur¬ 
rent attraction at the .... The¬ 
atre. 

Within these five years little 
Anne has grown up into ladyhood 
and is a high ranking Hollywood 
star. “Stella Dallas” is directed by 
King Vidor and is released through 
United Artists. 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
presents 

“STELLA DALLAS” 
with 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES ANNE SHIRLEY 

BARBARA O'NEIL ALAN HALE 

Novel by.Olive Higgins Prouty 

Dramatic Work.Harry Wagstatf Gribble 
and Gertrude Purcell 

Screenplay.Victor Heerman and 
Sarah Y. Mason 

Directed by. KING VIDOR 

Associate Producer. Merritt Hulburd 

Released thru Uuited Artists 

CAST 
STELLA MARTIN ) .BARBARA STANWYCK 
STELLA DALLAS j 

STEPHEN DALLAS. .JOHN BOLES 

LAUREL DALLAS ANNE SHIRLEY 

HELEN . BARBARA O'NEIL 

ED MUNN . .ALAN HALE 

Mrs. Martin. .Majorie Main 

Mr. Martin. Edmund Elton 

Charlie Martin. George Walcott 

Carrie Jenkins. .Gertrude Short 

Richard . .Tim Holt 

Mrs. Grosvenor. .Nella Walker 

Con . Bruse Satterlee 

Con (grown up) .Jimmy Butler 

Lee . .Jack Egger 

John .Dickie Jones 

Miss Phillibrown .Anne Shoemaker 

STAFF 
Cinematographer .Rudolph Mate, A.S.C. 

Art Director. .Richard Day 

Musical Director Allred Newman 

Costumes. .Omar Kiam 

Sound Technician .Frank Maher 

Film Editor .Sherman Todd 

Set Decorator. .Julia Heron 

Assistant Director .Walter Mayo 

Barbara Stanwyck, John 

Boles, Anne Shirley 

Featured in Im¬ 

portant Roles 

(ADVANCE READER) 

“Stella Dallas,” which is booked 

for showing at the .... Theatre 

on.is the first production in 

the new big hit schedule of eight 

pictures which Samuel Goldwyn 

has planned for the. 1937-38 season. 

That this will be one of the out¬ 

standing pictures of the current 

season is evidenced from advance 

reports which hail it as one of the 

most poignantly dramatic stories 

ever to be screened. 

It is from the famous novel by 

Olive Higgins Prouty. The screen 

play was written by Sarah Mason 

and Victor Heerman. King Vidor, 

who made “Street Scene” for Mr. 

Goldwyn, directed. 

Barbara Stanwyck in the title 

role registers one of the greatest 

triumphs in her entire career. John 

Boles heads the distinguished sup¬ 

porting cast which includes such 

personalities as Anne Shirley, 

Alan Hale, A1 Shean, Barbara 

O’Neil and Tim Holt. 

Of the entire group of massive 

productions which Mr. Goldwyn 

has scheduled for the new season, 

which include such pictures as 

“Dead End,” “The Goldwyn Fol¬ 

lies,” “The Adventures of Marco 

Polo,” etc., has elected to launch 

his program with “Stella Dallas,” 

which he confidently believes will 

not only establish new records at 

the box office, but will elevate 

Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles 

and Anne Shirley to new heights 

of stardom. It is released through 

United Artists. 

Director Vidor Devises 

New Use for Trailer 

(CURRENT) 

King Vidor, who directed the 
Samuel Goldwyn production of 
“Stella Dallas,” which is now 
showing at the .... Theatre, is the 
first director as far as we can learn 
who made use of a trailer as port¬ 
able or traveling office. 

Before Mr. Vidor started work 
on “Stella Dallas” with Barbara 
Stanwyck and John Boles, he or¬ 
dered a handsome black model 
trailer delivered to the stage on 
the Goldwyn lot. 

It is fitted out with comfortable 
gray upholstered furniture, a large 
desk, and there is a completely 
equipped galley at one end from 
which luncheon was served on 
trips away from the studio. 

This trailer was used as office, 
conference room, dining room and 
general utility by King Vidor dur¬ 
ing the entire production of the 
picture. It was placed on the stage 
when the picture was shooting in 
the studio and was attached to his 
car and taken to location when 
trips were made. 

Many stars have used trailers as 
their portable dressing rooms, but 
this is the first time one of them 
has been so used by a director. 

“Stella Dallas” is the first of a 
series of eight important produc¬ 
tions which Mr. Goldwyn will 
make for the new season for re¬ 
lease through United Artists. 

John Boles Reaps 
Reward for Good Work 

(CURRENT) 

The excellent work which John 
Boles did in “Craig’s Wife” is now 
reaping rich rewards for him. For 
it was because of this that he was 
signed by Samuel Goldwyn for the 
leading male role in “Stella Dal¬ 
las,” which is the current attraction 
at the .... Theatre. _ 

Barbara Stanwyck is in the title 
role and featured in the cast are 
Anne Shirley, A1 Shean, Alan 
Hale and Barbara O’Neil. It was 
directed by King Vidor. 

The role of Stephen Dallas 
which Boles plays is the one that 
first brought Ronald Colman to 
screen fame in 1925 when Goldwyn 
produced the silent version of 
“Stella Dallas.” 
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John Boles, Singer Now 

Scores in Dramatic Roles 
Star of “Stella Dallas” in Part That Brought Fame to 

Ronald Colman 

(CURRENT) 
Although it was through the medium of his golden voice that 

John Boles first won recognition in the movies, it is interesting 
to note that he seems destined to score his greatest success as a 
dramatic actor. 

It was not because of his singing that John Boles was signed 
by Samuel Goldwyn for the leading male role in “Stella Dallas” 

John Boles in 
**SteHa Dallas,**'' 

13 — Thuinbn'’il 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

opposite Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck 
but as a result 
of his splendid 
work in 
“Craig’s Wife.” 
Those who 
miss his sing¬ 
ing in “Stella 
Dallas,” which 
is the current 
attraction at 
the .... The¬ 
atre, will be 
more than re¬ 
paid by his in¬ 
terpretation of 
the great role 
which first 
brought 
screen fame to 
Ronald Col¬ 
man in Samuel _ 
Goldwyn’s silent 
version of this dramatic master¬ 
piece. 

John Boles, however, reached 
screen fame through a combination 
of natural ability, study and good 
fortune. He never forgets the 
latter element and he doesn’t want 
anyone else to forget it. Movie 
stardom, to him, is no more of a 
glamorous or mysterious goal than 
that of vice-president of a trucking 
company. 

He might have been a banker or 
rancher; his wealthy father, famous 
in Texas, would have happily oiled 
the way for his handsome son. 
Boles might even have been a sur¬ 
geon; that’s what his father really 
hoped. But John loved to sing, his 
grand voice was always leading 
him into something new and dif¬ 
ferent and he turned himself and 
his future over to whatever his 
vocal chords might produce. 

“From the time I was seven,” he 
recalls, “I used to sing with the 
pickaninnies, the ranch hands, on 
my father’s cotton plantation in 
Texas. That’s where I first came 
to love music.” 

This love for music eventually 
led him to New York where he 
studied voice and then abroad 
where he studied under Jean de 
Reszke for a year. 

Broadway gave him his first 
opportunity in “Little Jesse James” 
where he proved an overnight sen¬ 
sation. Then followed important 
roles in “Romany Love Spell,” 
“Mercenary Mary” and “Kitty’s 
Kisses,” in all of which he scored 

Barbara Stanwyck 

Bleaches Hair In 

Interest of Realism 

The fact that a woman changes 
from a brunette to a blonde is not 
unusual enough to excite any spe¬ 
cial comment in this day when hair 
colorings change like the fashion 
in clothes. 

Barbara Stanwyck, however, re¬ 
cently had her auburn hair 
bleached to a golden blonde, but 
the reason for the radical change 
was not a matter of vanity, but 
solely to give realism to the part 
which she plays in the title role of 
“Stella Dallas” now showing at the 
.... Theatre. 

It was suggested that she wear 
a wig for this particular role, but 
she declined very definitely and her 
reasons indicate that it was not 
merely a whim. 

“I couldn’t do anything with my 
hands, like running them through 
my hair. Furthermore, a wig would 
be set and pretty, which isn’t this 
girl. In her home her hair was 
neglected, unkempt, and that just 
can’t be done realistically except 
with one’s own hair. So I just had 
to let mine be bleached, and after 
the picture’s over I’ll go through 
the tiresome process of turning 
natural again.” 

The tremendous hit which Miss 
Stanwyck has registered in the dif¬ 
ficult role of “Stella Dallas” seems 
to justify her painstaking effort to 
inject every last detail of realistic 
effect into the part. “Stella Dallas” 
is a United Artists release. 

heavily. 

When Hollywood was going 
mad with the new medium of 
sound Boles was drafted from the 
stage for “The Desert Song” and 
with this picture he established 
himself in films. Since then he has 
appeared in scores of movies but 
recently his screen efforts have 
been dramatic rather than vocal. 
It has been two years since he 
sang in pictures. 

The Samuel Goldwyn production 
of “Stella Dallas” is his most im¬ 
portant dramatic vehicle to date. 
It is a United Artists release. 

Alan Hale’s New 

Theatre Seat Is 

Boon to Public 

(CURRENT) 
In contrast to some of the shift¬ 

less characters which Alan Hale 
portrays on the screen, it has just 
been revealed that the popular 
actor, who is currently appearing 
in Saumel Goldwyn’s production 
“Stella Dallas” at the .... Thea¬ 
tre, is an inventor. 

It will no doubt be welcome 
news to his many fans to know 
that Hale has devised a new type 
theatre seat that should make him 
even more popular for the seat per¬ 
mits the aisle to be cleared for per¬ 
sons to pass comfortably. 

It is estimated that in about two 
years from now every time you go 
to a motion picture show it will 
mean pennies in the pocket to Alan 
Hale. 

The veteran actor has purchased 
$135,000 worth of tools, dies and 
other machinery to begin manu¬ 
facturing his patented movable the¬ 
atre seat. The equipment has been 
set up in an elaborate plant in 
Inglewood, a town on the outskirts 
of Los Angeles, and high speed 
turnout of the product will begin 
shortly. 

As soon as he finished his role in 
“Stella Dallas,” Hale with his asso¬ 
ciate Merrill W. Hard, made a 
speedy trip East, to conclude ar¬ 
rangements for initial sales of his 
invention. He has already obtained 
contracts from several small thea¬ 
tre chains and expects to install 
the seats in more than 200 thea¬ 
tres before the year is out. 

“The new seat,” Hale explains, 
“is the first basic improvement in 
this type of structure in the past 
fifty years. Its most revolutionary 
feature is in that the occupant can 
move himself from four to six 
inches backward thus clearing the 
aisle for other persons who wish 
to enter. The arm rests remain 
stationary. 

“The seat itself is constructed 
like a bed box-spring and the back 
is at such an angle that comfort is 
at the maximum. The arm rests are 
of such a size that persons on both 
sides may lean upon them.” 

Hale turns in one of his finest 
performances in “Stella Dallas,” the 
United Artists release, which stars 
Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles. 

Three Two-Year-Olds 

In Same Role In 

‘‘Stella Dallas” 

The unusual experiment of using 
three little girls in the same role 
was tried by director King Vidor 
for scenes in the Samuel Goldwyn 
production “Stella Dallas” now 
showing at the .... Theatre. 

The novel idea was essayed in 
order to keep the amount of time 
any one of them must be under the 
hot stage lights at a minimum. 

The girls were each two years 
old. Their combined job was to por¬ 
tray the daughter of Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck and John Boles. Little Mila 
Samrich played the child in all 
medium and close shots where fea¬ 
tures were discernible; Katherine 
Blalock was used in “long shots” 
and Tiny Minna Morrow was the 
“stunt” player. 

Eight Distinguished Actors in 
One Scene in ^^Stetla Dallas^’ 

PRINCIPALS IN GOLDWYN HIT! 

Anne Shirley, John Boles and Barbara Stanwyck comprise this family 
group in the Samuel Goldwyn production, “Stella Dallas,” current attrac¬ 
tion at the .... Theatre. Tense drama develops when Barbara Stanwyck 

forfeits her right to her own child to insure her happiness. 

2—Two-Col. Scene (Mat .20; Cut .50) 

Lovely Anne Shirley Is 

Unspoiled by Success 
(BIOGRAPHICAL EEATURE) 

Anne Shirley 
is grateful for 
“the breaks.” 
For this utter¬ 
ly unspoiled, 
lovely young 
actress will at¬ 
tribute none of 
her success to 
her talent. 
Other ac- 
tresses, equally 
gifted, she 
says, get no¬ 
where. The 
breaks, she in¬ 
sists, made her 
what she is to¬ 
day — a rising 
movie star. 
Hollywood 

- knows other¬ 
wise; Anne is entirely too modest, 
and her modesty is a considerable 
part of her charm. 

Anne didn’t have a particularly 
auspicious start in life. Born in 
New York City, and named Dawn 
Evelyn Paris, she was left a half¬ 
orphan while still an infant in 
arms, when she was 14 months old, 
she added to the slim family bank 
account by posing for commercial 
artists. At three she did a tiny bit 
in a motion picture. Shortly there¬ 
after her mother, convinced the 
baby had talent, took her to Holly- 

Anne Shirley in 
“Stella Dallas.*’ 

14 — Thumbnail 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

wood. At four she got a part with 
Pola Negri, then followed days of 
rigid economy while the constant 
search went on for additional work, 
with schooling crammed into free 
time. The wistful youngster had 
anything but a natural, carefree 
childhood. 

In the Spring of 1934 Anne got 
the first of her “breaks.” Director 
George Nicholls, Jr., was preparing 
to make “Finishing School” and 
was casting his players when he 
recalled Anne from a bit she had 
done some time before. She 
“clicked”— and in “Bachelor Bait,” 
which followed, her screen per¬ 
sonality began to take definite 
shape and lustre. “Anne of Green 
Gables” made her a star overnight. 
The “Anne” of “Anne of Green 
Gables” was fully named “Anne 
Shirley.” The young actress fell in 
love with that name, and made it 
legally hers. 

For three years now Anne has 
been much in demand and she 
reached the zenith of her career in 
the tensely emotional role of 
“Laurel,” daughter of “Stella Dal¬ 
las” in Samuel Goldwyn’s superb 
drama of that name in which she 
shares featured honors with Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck and John Boles at 
the .... Theatre on ... . 

“Stella Dallas” is released 
through United Artists. 

Movie Fan Adopts Barbara Stanwyck 

Dyed-in-the-wool movie fans are the “adoptingest” people in the 
world. 

When you think of fans you think of people who zvrite their movie 
favorites for autographs and photos. Many of them do just that. 
There are even more who “adopt” a star by remote control and set 
themselves up as directors of destiny. That more stars don’t follozv 
these directions and suggestions is not because the fans are not sincere; 
fans, however, zvhen they annex themselves to a film favorite take it 
for granted that that actor or actress is the sole guiding power of his, 
or her, career. 

For instance, zvhen Samuel Goldwyn signed Barbara Stanwyck to. 
play the title role of “Stella Dallas,” in which she now appears at the 
.... Theatre, Barbara received frantic entreaties from her most stead¬ 
fast fan adviser, a woman in Schenectady, N. Y., begging that she 
turn down the part. 

“You,” the woman wrote, “are the most glamorous actress on the 
screen. I remember the first ‘Stella Dallas’ and I don’t want to see 
you grozv old before the camera.” 

This same woman, over a period of years, has offered Barbara advice 
on virtually everything she’s done—as related in the public prints. 

Humphrey Bogart has a feminine fan adviser in the middle west 
who insists on an average of twice a week that he shouldn’t let pro¬ 
ducers make him do gangster roles. When he started work in “Dead 
End” for Goldwyn, the fan declared by telegraph that she was “frantic,” 
for in this he plays the toughest of all his tough parts.^ 

“Stella Dallas” and “Dead End” are two of eight important produc¬ 
tions which Mr. Goldwyn will make during the current season for 
release through United Artists. 

Barbara Stanwyck, John 
Boles Head Array of 

Stage and Screen 
Talent 

There is one scene in the Samuel 
Goldwyn production “Stella Dal¬ 
las,” the current attraction at the 
.... Theatre, in which eight im¬ 
portant actors of the stage and 
screen are seen together at one 
time. It is in the river club scene 
that they appear together at the 
head table, a veritable “table of 
talent.” It is estimated that during 
the height of their careers the ag¬ 
gregate acting value of this impres- ' 
sive group totalled $8,700 a week. 

Film audiences, watching the dra¬ 
matic action at the table against a 
background of riverbank trees, will 
see Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles, 
Forbes Murray, Isabelle La Mai, 
Bruce Sidney, Hazel Langton, 
Broderick O’Farrell and Mabel 
Palmer. Together they have spent 
210 years on the stage and screen. 

Miss Stanwyck, who plays the 
title role in “Stella Dallas,” began 
as a Broadway dancer 15 years ago. 
She played in both “The Noose” 
and “Burlesque” on Broadway be¬ 
fore marrying Frank Fay, with 
whom she teamed in both night 
club entertaining and vaudeville. 
Her first motion picture was made 
in 1929, with success after success 
having followed on the screen. 

John Boles made a sensational 
singing debut in “Little Jesse 
James” in 1922, sang opposite 
Geraldine Farrar in “Romany Love 
Spell” and has been a screen lead¬ 
ing man ever since playing with 
Gloria Swanson in “Loves of 
Sunya.” 

Forbes Murray, the distinguished 
gentleman at the head of the table, 
has had 42 years on the stage and 
screen. Starting in stock in Canada 
he was with A1 Woods on Broad¬ 
way, one of his hits being “Cheat¬ 
ing Cheaters.” He played musical 
comedies in Detroit for three years 
back in 1911-1914; and is well 
known for long engagements in 
Denver, Chicago, San Francisco 
and Portland, Oregon. He played 
with Will Rogers in “The Girl 
From Wall Street.” 

Broderick O’Farrell, seen at the 
foot of the table, is another veteran 
of thirty-seven years in the profes¬ 
sion. He has alternated between 
screen and stage ever since the 
early days of 1910, and forsook a 
memorable Broadway career in 
1929 for the screen. 

Isabelle La Mai, a New Orleans 
born beauty of French-Danish de¬ 
scent, was a Broadway favorite for 
twenty years, her repertoire rang¬ 
ing from musical comedy to dra¬ 
matic characterizations. Her last 
New York show was “The Better 
Ole,” which brought her to Los 
Angeles and the screen in 1930. 

Hazel Langton and Mabel Pal¬ 
mer cannot boast of as long stage 
careers, averaging only sixteen 
years each. Screen audiences have 
seen both in many an effective 
character role. 

The eighth personage at the 
table is dean of them all, William 
Holmes, who won enduring stage 
fame for his great roles in such 
old favorites as “Way Down East” 
and “Shoreacres.” Virtually retired 
now, he emerges for only an occa¬ 
sional screen role in pictures in 
which he finds some of his old 
stage pals with whom to chat be¬ 
tween scenes. 

“The old actors,” said one of 
them, “like the young ones are 
still hoping for a character role 
which will return to them some of 
their lost glory. Tenuous but 
strong is the slim thread of hope. 

Famous Stage Comic 

In “Stella DaUas” 

The A1 Shean who convulsed the 
nation for years as half of the fa¬ 
mous show-stopping team of “Mr. 
Gallagher and Mr. Shean” plays 
the role of Morris Lieber in Samuel 
Goldwyn’s production “Stella Dal¬ 
las” which is now showing at the 
.... Theatre. 

Shean has been in films for 
several years, playing roles re¬ 
cently in “San Francisco,” “Page 
Miss Glory,” and “Traveling Sales¬ 
lady.” 

King Vidor directed “Stella Dal¬ 
las,” in which Barbara Stanwyck is 
starred in the title role with John 
Boles heading the strong cast in 
which Anne Shirley, Alan Hale and 
Tim Holt have strong supporting 
roles. 
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ALAN HALE and BARBARA STANWYCK 

Alan Hale as the roistering Ed Munn and Barbara Stanwyck as “Stella 

Dallas'* give the gossips something to talk about in this scene from the 

Samuel Goldwyn production, which is released through United Artists. 

4—Two-Col. Scene (Mat .20; Cut .50) 

New Goldwyn Picture 

Is Entertainment Event 
Movie fans who have come to expect something unusual and 

outstanding in a Samuel Goldwyn picture will not be disap¬ 

pointed when they see “Stella Dallas,” starring Barbara Stan¬ 

wyck, which opens tonight at the .... Theatre. 

Advance reports from Holly¬ 

wood indicate that the showman¬ 

ship genius that has created some 

of the greatest dramas, musical, 

spectacles and comedies in the 

history of the screen, has now pro¬ 

duced the greatest emotional 

drama since the advent of sound. 

“Stella Dallas,” as many will re¬ 

member, was previously made by 

Goldwyn as a silent picture twelve 

years ago. It was the biggest hit 

during that era and is still regarded 

as a landmark of the silent days. 

It scored a sensational success 

and brought film fame to the 

entire cast which included Belle 

Bennett, Ronald Colnian, Con¬ 

stance Bennett, Lois Moran, Doug¬ 

las Fairbanks, Jr., and Jean Her- 

sholt. 

The tensely dramatic and poign¬ 

ant story of mother love and sac¬ 

rifice has been adapted and mod¬ 

ernized by Victor Heerman and 

Sarah Mason. In addition to Bar¬ 

bara Stanwyck in the title role the 

cast includes John Boles, Anne 

Shirley, Alan Hale, A1 Shean, Tim 

Holt, Barbara O’Neil and others. 

King Vidor, who has been respon¬ 

sible for some of the screen’s big¬ 

gest hits, directed. 

Endowed with every showman¬ 

ship and production facility which 

Mr. Goldwyn could assemble to in¬ 

sure its perfection, “Stella Dallas” 

represents a picture that will be 

hailed as one of the real entertain¬ 

ment events of the year. It is re¬ 

leased through United Artists. 

New Star Candidate 

in “Stella Dallas” 

Samuel Goldwyn has selected a 

new candidate for screen stardom 

in Barbara O’Neil, the St. Louis 

debutante who plays the coveted 

Alice Joyce role in “Stella Dallas,” 

the current attraction at the .... 

Theatre. 

Mary Astor was originally slated 

for this role but was forced to 

withdraw from the part due to her 

work in Selznick’s “Prisoner of 

Zenda.” Goldwyn, however, re¬ 
tains Miss Astor under contract 

for a forthcoming picture and 
plans to use her later. 

Miss O’Neil who recently com¬ 
pleted an engagement as second 
feminine lead to Katharine Hep¬ 
burn in the touring stage produc¬ 
tion, “Jane Eyre,” is under long¬ 
term contract to Goldwyn. 

She will step from her screen 
debut in “Stella Dallas” to the 
choice part of “Madame De 
Laage” in “The Hurricane,” star¬ 
ring Joel McCrea and Margo 
under John Ford’s direction. 

“Stella Dallas” stars John Boles 
and Barbara Stanwyck and features 
Anne Shirley and Alan Hale. King 
Vidor directed. It is released 
through United Artists. 

Many Achieved Fame 

Via Goldwyn Hit 

“Stella Dallas,” the Samuel 
Goldwyn production co-starring 
Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles 
which is scheduled to open at the 
.... Theatre today, brought 
screen fame to many when it was 
originally produced by Goldwyn in 
the silent version late in 1925. 

It was then directed by Henry 
King, who only recently received 
new acclaim for his direction of 
“Lloyds of London.” 

Belle Bennett, an unknown stock 
company actress, was “discovered” 
by (joldwyn for “Stella Dallas” in 
1925, and leaped to immediate 
fame. Ronald Colman, then 
just starting, became prominent 
through this picture. In it Doug¬ 
las Fairbanks, Jr., played his first 
grown-up role; Constance Bennett 
made her first important picture 
appearance; Lois Moran made her 
screen debut, having been “discov¬ 
ered” by Goldwyn for this picture; 
Alice Joyce became a star follow¬ 
ing its release, and the cast also 
included Winston Miller, brother 
of Patsy Ruth Miller, now a film 
writer, and Maurice Murphy, then 
a child actor but now a well- 
known leading man. 

The current edition of “Stella 
Dallas” was directed by King 
Vidor and in addition to Barbara 
Stanwyck and John Boles includes 
in the cast Anne Shirley, Alan 
Hale, Barbara O’Neil, A1 Shean, 
Tim Holt and others. 

It is a showmanship axiom that 
great roles make great stars, and 
it is expected that Goldwyn’s un¬ 
erring judgment in the selection of 
players will bring new prestige and 
honors to those associated in the 
new “Stella Dallas” which is re¬ 
leased through United Artists. 

Barbara Stanwyck Scores Triumphant 

Success in Goldwyn’s ^^Stella Dallas” 

Sarah Mason and the flawless di¬ 
rection of King Vidor, who made 
“Street Scene” for Mr. Goldwyn, 
combine with the perfect cast and 
compelling story to make one of 
the outstanding productions of this 
or any other season. 

Poignant Story of Mother Love Makes Compelling Screen 

Fare—John Boles, Anne Shirley, Alan Hale, Excel 

in Strong Roles—King Vidor Directed 

(REVIEW) 

The accuracy of Samuel Goldwyn’s showmanship judgment in 

selecting “Stella Dallas” to launch his 1937-38 program of eight 

important productions for release through United Artists, was 

gloriously vindicated last night at the .... Theatre when this 

great drama of a woman’s heartbreak and sacrifice had its pre¬ 

miere showing. 
The poignant story of the taw- < 

dry, vulgar woman who rises to 
magnificent heights through her 
sublime love for her daughter was 
interpreted by Barbara Stanwyck 
and a stellar cast with a realism 
that was breathtaking in its inten- 

sity. 
Barbara Stanwyck in the title 

role gives a performance that will 
undoubtedly be hailed as one of 
the finest of the year and should 
rocket her to new heights of film 
fame just as the characterization 
of “Stella Dallas” in the silent ver¬ 
sion produced by Samuel Goldwyn 
twelve years ago catapulted Belle 
Bennett into sensational box-office 
prominence. 

“Stella Dallas” carries a terrific 
appeal to the emotions in its sim¬ 
ple and powerful story. It depicts 
the love life of Stella, a beautiful 
and pleasure-starved mill girl, who 
after a brief romance marries 
Stephen Dallas, outside her social 
sphere. They soon discover that 
they are definitely mismated. Their 
baby is born, and Stella’s only re¬ 
deeming quality seems to be her 
understanding heart expressed in 
her love for her little daughter 
Laurel. Her coarse manner of liv¬ 
ing becomes more pronounced and 
her flirtation and friendship with 
Ed Munn, race track tout, and his 
loud companions further alienates 
her husband. 

On her eighth birthday Laurel is 
humiliated when her schoolmates 
refuse to come to her birthday 
party because of the gossip created 
by her mother’s vulgar behavior. 

Later Stella, who idolizes her 
daughter, takes her to a fashion¬ 
able resort to meet some of the 
better people. Her mother’s garish 
attire and flamboyant attitude, 
however, invites ridicule, and 
Laurel, who has just met her first 
sweetheart, Richard Grosvenor, is 
so ashamed she insists on going 
back home. 

A conversation which Stella 
overhears on the train enroute for 
home brings the horrifying realiza¬ 
tion that she is standing in the way 
of her daughter’s happiness. She 
decides to permit Stephen to di¬ 
vorce her providing he marries 
Mrs. Morrison, an old sweetheart, 
so that Laurel can live with them 
and have the advantages of a re¬ 
fined home. 

The fierce loyalty of Laurel to 
her mother and her refusal to go 
with her father and Mrs. Morrison 
are poignant sequences that play 
on the heartstrings. But the 
mother is determined to sacrifice 
herself for her daughter’s sake. 
How she finally turns her child 
from her and hides the love for 
her that is tearing at her heart is 
the most deeply moving situation 
that has ever been filmed. 

Barbara Stanwyck’s portrayal of 
the mother, showing the gradual 
breaking down of her moral fibre 
and her transition from the light¬ 
hearted mill girl to the disillusioned 
and lonely woman, is a triumph of 
dramatic artistry. 

John Boles as Stephen Dallas 
has one of the strongest roles of 
his career. Anne Shirley registers 
a distinct hit as the loyal little 
daughter who despite her mother’s 
shortcomings refuses to leave her. 
Alan Hale is superb as the roister¬ 
ing Ed Munn, whose boisterous 
flirtation with Stella Dallas leads 
to the break up of the Dallas 
home. Other members of the cast 
who distinguish themselves in im¬ 
portant roles are A1 Shean as Mr. 
Lieber, Stephen Dallas’ employer, 
Barbara O’Neil as Mrs. Morrison 
and Tim Holt as Laurel’s sweet¬ 
heart, Richard Grosvenor. Sup¬ 
porting players include George 
Walcott, Marjorie Main, Bruce 
Satterlee, Anne Shoemaker, Halan 
Briggs and Etta McDaniels. 

Those superlative production 
values which are an integral part 
of every Goldwyn production are 
strongly evident. The superior 
photography by Rudolph Mate, ace 
cameraman — the notable screen 
treatment by Victor Heerman and 

First Night Audience 

Enthralled hy New 

Goldwyn Hit 

(REVIEW) 

Movie fans who were drawn to 
the .... Theatre last night by the 
announcement of Samuel Gold¬ 
wyn’s “Stella Dallas” as the pre¬ 
miere attraction, came away thor¬ 
oughly satisfied that they had seen 
the most compelling motion picture 
production since the silent version 
of the same picture took the 
country by storm some 12 years 

ago. 
For sheer dramatic intensity 

“Stella Dallas” has rarely been ap¬ 
proached. And the artistry of Bar¬ 
bara Stanwyck’s performance in 
the title role definitely places her 
in the top brackets of the screen’s 
greatest actresses. 

From the opening sequence the 
audience sat enthralled as the 
poignant drama of the mother who 
sacrificed her own right to happi¬ 
ness for the sake of her daughter 
unfolded on the screen. Cheeks 
were alternately wreathed with 
smiles and streaked with tears as 
Barbara Stanwyck brought to vivid 
reality the heart story of the vul¬ 
gar, tawdry woman who rose to 
glorious, magnificent heights 
through her sublime love for her 
daughter. 

John Boles is splendid as Stephen 
Dallas, the husband whose sensi¬ 
tive and cultured personality is out 
of key with the gaudy flamboyance 
of his wife. Anne Shirley is 
perfectly cast as the daughter, 
and Alan Hale contributes a leaven¬ 
ing of lusty humor as the roister¬ 
ing Ed Munn, for whose friend¬ 
ship Stella Dallas wrecks her home 
and life. 

King Vidor who has been re¬ 
sponsible for many notable screen 
successes is hereby awarded an¬ 
other palm for his superb and flaw¬ 
less direction of Olive Higgins 
Prouty’s famous story. Victor 
Heerman and Sarah Mason justi¬ 
fied their fame as two of filmland’s 
finest writers in the preparation of 
the screen play. And Rudolph 
Mate is credited with the beautiful 
photography. 

The magic touch of Samuel 
Goldwyn, whose name is a 
synonym for superlative production 
and showmanship values is evi¬ 
denced throughout. 

“Stella Dallas” is one of the truly 
great pictures of the season and is 
a positive “must” on everyone’s 
movie-going schedule. It is released 
through United Artists. 

HAS GREAT ROLE! 

“STELLA DALLAS” 
OPENS 

Any announcement of a Gold¬ 
wyn picture is news, but the 
opening of “Stella Dallas," the 
new Samuel Goldwyn production 
starring Barbara Stanwyck is of 
special interest in view of the 
enthusiastic reports which have 
heralded its approach. It has 
been acclaimed one of the finest 
pictures to come from the Gold¬ 
wyn studios. Added interest ac¬ 
crues because of the tremendous 
success of the silent version 
which Mr. Goldwyn produced 
some twelve years ago. 

“Stella Dallas" is the heart 
story of a vulgar, tawdry woman 
who you will call magnificent. It 
is directed by King Vidor and in¬ 
cludes in the cast John Boles, 
Anne Shirley, Alan Hale, Tim 
Holt, AI Shean and others. It is 
released through United Artists. 

8—One-Col. Star Head 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

SNORTS 
King Vidor, the noted director, 

who made “Street Scene” for Gold¬ 
wyn, one of the biggest hits of 
1931, directed “Stella Dallas,” the 
Samuel Goldwyn production star¬ 
ring Barbara Stanwyck, which is 
the current attraction at the .... 

Theatre. 

Samuel Goldwyn evidently be¬ 
lieved that Hollywood history re¬ 
peats itself for he signed Tim Holt, 
son of Jack Holt, for an important 
role in “Stella Dallas,” which is 
now showing at the .... with 
Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles 
in starring roles under King Vidor’s 
direction. It was in the silent ver¬ 
sion of this screen classic that 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., son of an¬ 
other great screen star, first won 

acclaim. 
Young Holt, who made his 

major film debut in “Stella Dal¬ 
las,” was borrowed from Walter 
Wanger for the part. He is over 
six feet tall and almost as gifted 
a horseman and polo player as his 

celebrated dad. 

Victor Heerman and Sarah Y. 
Mason, husband-and-wife writers 
of the script of Samuel Goldwyn’s 
“Stella Dallas” now at the .... 
Theatre, individually write each 
scene, then confer at length and in 
their final drafts use the best fea¬ 

tures of each. 

During his career on the stage 
George Walcott, 26-year-old actor 
who is currently playing Barbara 
Stanwyck’s brother in the Samuel 
Goldwyn film production, “Stella 
Dallas,” at the . . • ; Theatre, has 
appeared as an English schoolboy; 
a shell-shocked war veteran, a 
crippled newsboy, a Long Island 
social lion, a gangster and a re¬ 
formed ex-gangster. 

T. W. (“Tim”) Durant, New 
York socialite, assisted King 
Vidor on the production of Samuel 
Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,” now at 
the .... Theatre. 

Durant is the former husband of 
Adelaide Hutton, the Post-Toasties 
heiress, whose mother is now Mrs. 
Joseph Davies, wife of the Ambas¬ 
sador to Russia. 

Owner of a seat on the New 
York Stock Exchange, Durant is 
much interested in motion picture 
production and is learning the me¬ 
chanics of the business under the 
guidance of Vidor. 

John Boles and Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck are now appearing in “Stella 
Dallas” at the ... . Theatre in the 
same roles that brought fame to 
Ronald Colman and Belle Bennett 
in the original silent version. 

King Vidor directed this Samuel 
Goldwyn production with Alan 
Hale, Anne Shirley and Barbara 
O’Neil in strong supporting roles. 
Victor Heerman and Sarah Mason 
adapted the screen story from 
Olive Higgins Prouty’s famous 
novel. It is released by United 
Artists. 
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Barbara Stanwyck Steps 
From Dancing to Drama 

Barbara Stanwyck 
Recreates Famous Role 
in G o I d w y n Film 

Has Biggest Role in 
Samuel Goldwyn’s 

“Stella Dallas” 

Here is Barbara Stanwyck as she 
appears in the title role of Samuel 
Goldwyn’s ^‘Stella Dallas,” now at 
the .... Theatre. Miss Stanwyck’s 
portrayal of the vulgar, tawdry 
woman who was capable of a mag¬ 
nificent, unselfish love and sacri¬ 
fice, is considered the finest indi¬ 
vidual performance of the year. 
“Stella Dallas” is a United Artists 
release. 

12—One Col. Star 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

Goldwyn Trade Wins 

Alan Hale Big Role 

An unusual arrangement for the 
interchange of two important play¬ 
ers which was negotiated between 
Samuel Goldwyn and Sam Briskin, 
head of RKO, won fat role for 
Alan Hale. 

Telephoning from Tucson, Ari¬ 
zona, where he was vacationing. 
Goldwyn obtained from RKO a re¬ 
lease from a commitment for Alan 
Hale, who thus was enabled to 
take the second leading male role 
in “Stella Dallas,” which is booked 
for showing next week at the .... 
Theatre. 

Hale was to have gone in RKO’s 
“New Faces” but Briskin agreed 
with Goldwyn that the role of “Ed 
Munn” in “Stella Dallas,” which 
elevated Jean Hersholt to screen 
fame when he played that part in 
the silent version in 1925, was a 
“great break” for Hale and that 
nothing should interfere with his 
doing it. 

In return, however, Goldwyn 
gave Briskin his newest "find,” 
Jerome Cowan, who made a suc¬ 
cessful debut in “Beloved Enemy” 
and who just finished an im¬ 
portant role with Fred Astaire in 
“Shall We Dance,” also under 
loan-out .from Goldwyn to RKO. 
Cowan played the Hale part in 
“New Faces.” 

Alan Hale appears with Barbara 
Stanwyck, who portrays the title 
role of “Stella'Dallas,” John Boles 
and Anne Shirley in Goldwyn’s 
emotional classic of the screen, 
which is released through United 
Artists. 

Although Barbara Stanwyck first 
expressed her theatrical yearnings 
at the age of eight by dancing at 
benefits and concerts, and at six¬ 
teen had made her professional 
debut as a dancer at the Strand 
Cabaret on Broadway, it was her 
acting ability that first commanded 
attention. 

Her ability as an actress was 
soon recognized by such stage pro¬ 
ducers as Ziegfeld, Willard Mack 
and Arthur Hopkins and the lead 
in “The Noose” and “Burlesque” 
supplanted the dancing. 

A succession of starring roles in 
pictures followed and her out¬ 
standing performances in numer¬ 
ous screen hits inevitably lead to 
her selection by Samuel Goldwyn 
for the title role in his emotional 
classic, “Stella Dallas,” in which 
she is now appearing at the . . . . 
Theatre. 

“Stella Dallas” was directed by 
King Vidor and includes in the 
cast John Boles, Anne Shirley and 
Alan Hale. It is released through 
United Artists. 

Alan Hale 

in “Stella Dallas” 

14—Thumbnail 

(With Anne 
Shirley) 

(Mat .10; Cut 
25) 

PERSPIRATION... 

But Not Honest 

Honest perspiration has no 
standing in Hollywood; it doesn’t 
photograph well. What’s more, it 
hasn’t the staying qualities that 
the make-up man’s brand has. It 
would be silly to suggest that the 
actor work up a new set of sweat 
beads for each take. That would 
require time, a commodity that 
has a much 
higher value in 
Hollywood than 
elsewhere. Be¬ 
sides, the make- 
up man can 
produce a con¬ 
vincing sweat 
with ease. 

There is no 
exertion re- 
quired. Alan 
Hale in his part 
in “Stella Dal¬ 
las” which 
opens at the 
.... Theatre 
on . . . ., is re¬ 
quired to dis¬ 
play a con¬ 
stantly beaded 
row. When it 
is necessary for 
Hale to go on 
the set, he merely 
calls for make¬ 
up artist Norman Pringle. While 
Hale reclines, completely at ease, 
Pringle sprays the result of honest 
toil over his face. Hale then 
leaves for the set and for hours 
he has that same beaded appear¬ 
ance. 

The concoction is composed of 
two parts witch hazel, one part 
mineral oil and one part glycerine. 

“It’s the perfect perspiration.” 
Pringle declares. “Applied with 
the ordinary fine-spray atomizer, 
it settles into beautiful little beads 
and stays put indefinitely. 

“The plain mineral oil we for¬ 
merly used smeared and looked 
greasy. The new formula hasn’t 
a single drawback. 

“The witch hazel in the spray 
causes the oil and glycerine to 
form in bubbles as soon as it is 
applied. It will remain over make- 

) for hours at a time, always 
presenting the same appearance.” 

So it is that Mr. Hale sweats 
with the greatest of ease. He is 
pleased with the effect since it en¬ 
ables him to look like a hard 
working man without having to 
raise a finger. The effect is so 
realistic that he often catches him¬ 
self in the act of mopping his face. 
When he does, it merely means 
another call for Mr. Pringle and 
his atomizer. 

Mr, Hale had another make-up 
problem, but he took care of that 
himself. “When Mr. Goldwyn 
called me to enter the cast of 
‘Stella Dallas,’ I was offered a part 
in another picture. In ‘Stella 
Dallas* I was supposed to present 
a stout appearance with short 
cropped hair. In the other role, it 
was necessary that I be lean, with 
rather longish hair. It was im¬ 
possible for me to jump from one 
extreme to another, so I solved the 
problem in the simplest way. I 
dropped the other part and took 
the one in ‘Stella Dallas.’ ” 
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JOHN BOLES 

John Boles wins new honors for his 
splendid work opposite Barbara 
Stanwyck in the Goldwyn classic, 
“Stella Dallas,” the United Artists 
release now at the .... Theatre. 

10—One-Col. Star Head 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

The War Decided 

John Boles’s 

Career 

(BIOGRAPHICAL 
FEATURE) 

A trick of fate changed the en¬ 
tire course of John Bales’ career. 
From the time he was a little fel¬ 
low, his parents were intent on 
making a doctor out of him. The 
war, curiously enough, was respon¬ 
sible for turning him into a singer 
and subsequently a movie star. 

The actor, who makes his latest 
appearance opposite Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck in Samuel Goldwyn’s pro¬ 
duction of “Stella Dallas” at the 
. . . . Theatre on ... . was born 
of a wealthy family in Greenville, 
Texas. John graduated from the Uni¬ 
versity of Texas and was preparing 
to enter Johns Hopkins University 
for his medical course when 
America entered the world conflict. 
He decided that there were plenty 
of doctors as it was, and joined the 
army instead. On April 6, 1918, 
he landed in France with the 
A.E.F., and for 20 months worked 
with the criminal intelligence bu¬ 
reau of his unit in Germany, Bul¬ 
garia and Turkey. In a Y.M.C.A. 
hut in Havre one night John gave 
the boys a stirring rendition of 
“Roses of Picardy.” To say that 
they liked it is putting it mildly; 
they were wild about it. They de¬ 
manded more—and more. It was 
the young man’s first experience 
before a large audience and the 
thrill of it kindled a new ambition. 

Demobilization failed to swerve 
him from his resolve, and he in¬ 
formed his_ parents that he was 
through with medicine and was 
going to New York to train his 
voice. First under Oscar Seagle in 
Manhattan and later (on money 
borrowed from his indulgent 
father) with Jean de Reszke in 
Paris, John’s voice developed into 
a full, rich tenor. He returned to 
America. In his mind’s eye he al¬ 
ready saw his name in lights on 
Broadway. But such was not to 
be his lot for a while. 

After waiting in countless cast¬ 
ing offices and interviewing numer¬ 
ous producers, all of whom liked 
his voice but were dubious about 
sponsoring an unknown. Boles ob¬ 
tained an interview with an as¬ 
sistant of Lawrence Weber. The 
audition was a success. In “Little 
Jesse James,” a musical comedy 
hit of its days, he was an over¬ 
night sensation. His father and 
mother were no less pleased than 
he. “You were right, John,” thev 
wired him, “and we were wrong. 
We’re very happy for you.” With 
Geraldine Farrar in “Romany Lovp 
Spell” and in “Mercenary Mary” 
and “Kitty’s Kisses.” John con¬ 
tinued to score heavily. 

When, in the first chaotic days 
following the discovery of sound, 
Hollywood was grabbing as many 
stage players as it could get, Boles 
received an offer to appear in the 
screen version of “The Desert 
Song.” Subsequently he appeared 
in scores of pictures, and gradually 
the complete transition from 
singer to dramatic actor took 
place, until he was in demand more 
in the latter capacity than the 
former. His singing now is done 

Barbara OWeil Takes 
Step Towards Stardom 

St. Louis Debutante, New Goldwyn Discovery, Makes 

Screen Debut in “Stella Dallas” 

(BIOGRAPHICAL FEATURE) 

Barbara O’Neil is a star in the making-. Like millions of other 

girls throughout the world, Barbara has always wondered by 

what process a girl—a normal, attractive, everyday girl—be¬ 

comes a star. And now she’s finding out. 

number of Broadway stage roles 

in which she acquitted herself 

handsomely, pointed the way un¬ 

mistakably to Hollywood. For the 

quickest way to attain screen rec¬ 

ognition is still the theatre. 

Barbara, who is 26, black haired, 

brown-eyed and statuesque, and 

has a natural flair for wearing her 

clothes with distinction, was a St. 

Louis debutante—granddaughter of 

the late Mrs. Henry O’Neil of that 

city. Social activities never held 

any special charms for Barbara, 

and nothing her family could do 

or say would dissuade her from 

the footlights. 

Barbara joined the famous sum¬ 

mer stock company at Falmouth, 

Mass., which cradled such film 

luminaries as Margaret Sullavan, 

Henry Fonda, James Steward, and 

others. From Falmouth, where she 

showed very definite promise and 

gained experience in a variety of 

roles, Barbara went to Broadway. 

Small parts led to bigger ones. In 

the stage play “Parnell” she was 

enthusiastically acclaimed by 

critics and public. Her big chance 

came when the Theatre Guild of¬ 

fered her a part in “Jane Eyre” 

with Katharine Hepburn. While 

the play was on tour in one of the 

large Eastern cities, a Samuel 

Goldwyn talent scout spotted her 

and asked her to fly to Hollywood 

to make a test for a role in “Stella 

Dallas,” the Samuel Goldwyn pro¬ 

duction which brings Barbara 

Stanwyck, John Boles and Anne 

Shirley to the .... Theatre . . . . 
Over the weekend Barbara flew to 
the Coast, made the tests, and re¬ 
turned to join the company for the 
Monday night performance. She 
is still dizzy from that weekend! 

“Helen Morrison,” the character 
which Barbara portrays in “Stella 
Dallas,” was originally played by 
Alice Joyce in the silent version 
of the Samuel Goldwyn production 
made twelve years ago. 

Too Much Tennis 

For Anne Shirley 

In Film Match 

Hollywood probably harbors 
more tennis enthusiasts than any 
other city of equal size in the 
world but henceforth Anne Shirley 
will not be among them. The red- 
haired screen actress concentrated 
enough tennis in one strenuous 
three-hour session before the 
cameras for Samuel Goldwyn’s 
“Stella Dallas” currently showing 
at the^.... Theatre,' to last her 
a lifetime. 

With athletic Tim Holt as her 
opponent. Miss Shirley had to win 
a hot match and make the victory 
look realistic. Not one of the film 
colony’s outstanding players, she 
had prepped faithfully for the en¬ 
counter. Young Holt, however, is 
a better than average racket 
wielder and Director King Vidor, 
himself an ace of the courts, re¬ 
fused to let him ease up appre¬ 
ciably in the “Stella Dallas” match. 
The first time he outscored Anne 
in a smashing placement he apolo¬ 
gized but Vidor spoke up quickly. 

“Nice stuff,” he said, “even if it 
is the wrong story. Keep it up, 
those shots will look good in the 
picture.” 

The fact that the match was 
played on the court of a private 
estate in Pasadena, one of Holly¬ 
wood’s warmer neighboring cities 
during the hottest hours of a broil¬ 
ing day, didn’t add to Miss Shir¬ 
ley’s enjoyment. After one par¬ 
ticularly torrid rally, Vidor was 
moved to compassion. 

“You look tired, Anne. Want 

a rest?” 

“No,” countered Anne, “what I 
want is a double.” 

The match finally ended wijh 
the script ■ chronicled Shirley vic¬ 
tory. Anne solemnly handed her 
racket to an extra girl. 

“You can keep it,” she said. “I’ll 
never want it again!” 

“Stella Dallas’’ is released 
through United Artists. 

Al Shean of ‘^Gallagher and Shean” Fame 

Featured in Goldwyn Film ^^Stella Dallas’’ 

“Absolutely Mr. Gallagher, Posi¬ 
tively Mr. Shean” go the words of 
the song that brought fame and 
fortune to Al Shean. 

Always a good comedian, and 
popular on vaudeville and musical 
comedy stages, it wasn’t until the 
introduction, in 1922 of “Mr. Gal¬ 
lagher and Mr. Shean” that his 
name became a household word 
the world over. Al Shean is THE 
Mr. Shean, the man who, in music 
and lyric, saved rowboats instead 
of drowning women. 

Now that fifteen years have 
passed he’s still THE Mr. Shean, 
but no longer of the vaudeville 
and musical comedy stage. He’s 
turned to the movies and has one 
of his fattest roles in Samuel 
Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas” with 
Barbara Stanwyck and John Boles, 
which is scheduled for early show¬ 
ing at the .... Theatre. 

The story of the famous song 
is one which Shean never tires of 
telling. It marked the healing of 
a silly breach between himself and 
the late Ed Gallagher and sent 
them both on the way to a for¬ 
tune that music seldom makes. 

Gallagher and Shean had done a 
partner act on the stage from 1910 
to 1914, then like a lot of tempera¬ 
mental performers, let a disagree¬ 
ment split them. Shean doesn’t 
know yet what the argument was 
about, exactly, but it sent each out 
on his own. 

It wasn’t until six years later 
that Shean’s sister got the two to¬ 
gether at a dinner party. They 

shook hands and all—whatever it 
was—was forgiven. They brushed 
up their act and Shean and Bryan 
Foy, a vaudeville-actor friend who 
is now a movie producer, wrote an 
introductory number for the turn. 
Shean wrote the music, Foy the 
verse, and it was called “Two 
Horsemen of the Eucaluptus.” 

“It was a catchy little thing,” 
Shean recalls, “and our audiences 
seemed to like it better than any 
other part of our act. Gallagher 
and I gradually enlarged on the 
lyrics and music, pretty soon it 
had developed into “Mr. Gallagher 

and Mr. Shean.” 
“Then the song completely over¬ 

shadowed the act and in 1923 Zieg¬ 
feld put us in his Follies simply to 
sing it. We stayed 67 weeks with 
that show—an unprecedented rec¬ 

ord.” 
In the meantime the sheet music 

and record sale of the number had 
reached astounding proportions and 
for a couple of years the partners 
each averaged close to $2000 a 
month from the proceeds. Very 
gradually the proceeds fell off, but 
now, a decade and a half later, Al 
Shean is still receiving royalties. 

Shean came to the movies in 
1924 when Twentieth Century-Fox 
cast him in “Music in the Air” to 
play the role he had created in the 
show’s stage production in New 
York. He’s been in pictures ever 
since. 

His most important role to date 
is in Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella 
Dallas,” with is released through 
United Artists. 



• PUBLICITY Miscellaneous Stories 
Features and Shorts 

Life Cast Barbara Stanwyck 
In Stern Role As Youngster 

Barbara Stanwyck 

Barbara Stanwyck scores in the title 
role of Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella 
Dallas,’' now showing at the .... 

Theatre. 
7—One-Col. Star Head 

(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

PUBLIC ITY 
PARAGRAPHS 

Chaplin’s Pal 
King Vidor, who directed “Street 

Scene” for Samuel Goldwyn sev¬ 
eral years ago and wielded the 
megaphone on Goldwyn’s smash 
drama, “Stella Dallas,” now at the 
. . . . Theatre, is Charlie Chaplin’s 

-closest friend. They have been 
pals for many years. 

Veteran Actor 
The star of “Shore Acres” and 

“Way Down East,” melodramatic 
stage classics of half a century ago, 
plays a role in Samuel Goldwyn’s 
new film, “Stella Dallas,” the .... 
Theatre’s current offering. He is 
William J. Holmes, who first won 
dramatic notice in Boston in 1889 
and has a record of nearly sixty 
years of acting. 

Rennion at Goldwyn’s 
Appearing together in Samuel 

Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas” at the 
. . . . Theatre, Barbara Stanwyck, 
John Boles, Alan Hale and Cine¬ 
matographer Rudolph Mate, are all 
veterans of a mutual engagement 
a few months ago in “A Message 
to Garcia.” 

Ex-Secretary 
Barbara Stanwyck, who plays the 

title role in Samuel Goldwyn’s 
“Stella Dallas” at the .... The¬ 
atre, once was known as Ruby 
Stevens and worked as a secretary 
to the editor of Vanity Fair Maga¬ 
zine. She is still very proficient 
at shorthand and keeps all her 
memoranda in that fashion. 

Good Luck Charm 
The Phi Beta Kappa key worn 

for years by her late husband is 
the good luck charm carried by 
Marjorie Main, noted character 
actress. She wore it on the open¬ 
ing night of the Broadway stage 
hit, “The Women,” which she re¬ 
cently left, and for the first day’s 
shooting of her screen role in 
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,” 
now at the .... Theatre, in which 
she is playing her first important 
film part. 

122 Gowns 
Omar Kiam, head costume de¬ 

signer for Samuel Goldwyn, faced 
his biggest assignment in “Stella 
Dallas,” the attraction at the .... 
Theatre. 

He designed 122 gowns for the 
feminine members of the cast, an 
almost unprecedented number for 
a straight dramatic production. 

Thirty-three costumes were cre¬ 
ated for Barbara Stanwyck, twen¬ 
ty-seven for Anne Shirley and 
twenty-two for Barbara O’Neil. 
The supporting cast required forty 
additional costumes. 

Triumphs Over Humble Childhood to Scale Dramatic 

Heights in “Stella Dallas” 

Life cast Barbara Stanwyck in a stern role from the very 

beginning, and though adversity has not embittered this brilliant 

actress, it is logical to infer that the hardships of a childhood 

spent in orphanages and in the homes of strangers had something 

to do with shaping her future dramatic career. 

It was more than mere chance ^ 
that caused Samuel Goldwyn to 

pick her out of numerous candi¬ 

dates for the prize screen role of 

the year in “Stella Dallas.” He 

discerned in Barbara Stanwyck 

potentialities for acting greatness 

so necessary for this classic role. 

Barbara Stanwyck was born 

Ruby Stevens of Scotch-Irish 

parentage in Flatbush, Brooklyn, 

N. Y. Her mother died under 

tragic circumstances when the 

future screen star was very young. 

the silent version twelve years ago 

and it seems fated to elevate Bar¬ 

bara Stanwyck to the dramatic 

heights for which she was destined. 

“Stella Dallas” was directed by 

King Vidor and is released through 

United Artists. 

Like to Speak Pieces? 

Maybe You’re Slated 

For Movies 
Her father died and was buried at 

sea. 

She went to work in an office at 

thirteen. In her spare time she 

practiced dancing, having learned 

the rudiments from her older sis¬ 

ters who had been coached by a 

vaudeville friend. 

Her first chance came when she 

answered an ad and landed a job 

in the chorus of a New York roof 

garden revue and Ruby Stevens 

became Barbara Stanwyck. 

Her personality soon attracted 

the attention of Willard Mack and 

she was given a small part in the 

dramatic play, “The Noose.” Her 

outstanding performance in a 

minor part won her promotion to 

lead. 

Then opportunity again knocked 

more emphatically when the pro¬ 

ducers of the smash hit, “Bur¬ 
lesque,” cast her for the leading 
feminine role of “Bonnie” and 
Barbara Stanwyck had won real 
Broadway recognition. 

Her success in “Burlesque” 
brought Hollywood offers, and she 
got her chance in the movie cap¬ 
ital early in the talking picture era. 
After one or two pictures which 
did not excite any special com¬ 
ment she appeared in “Ladies of 
Leisure” and was immediately sky¬ 
rocketed to stardom. 

She has appeared in numerous 
other films, among which are “So 
Big.” “Gambling.” “Ten Cents 
a Dance,” “Forbidden,” “Night 
Nurse,” “The Bitter Tea of (Gen¬ 
eral Yen,” “Brief Moment,” “A 
Lost Lady,” “Red Salute,” “A Mes¬ 
sage to Garcia.” 

In “Stella Dallas,” however, the 
Samuel Goldwyn production now 
at the .... Theatre, Barbara Stan¬ 
wyck finally appears in a role 
which permits full expression for 
all her dramatic talent and capa¬ 
bilities. 

This is the same role that 
brought fame to Belle Bennett in 

The high school girl or boy who 

wins oratorical contests or shines 

in elocution has a good start on 

the road to stage and screen suc¬ 

cess. Such early talent shaped the 

ambitions and careers of Rochelle 

Hudson, Fay Wray, Victor Jory 

and many other screen players. 

Newest example of the fact is 

Marjorie Main, noted Broadway 

actress who is making a dramatic 

screen debut as “mother” of Bar¬ 

bara Stanwyck in “Stella Dallas,” 

the Samuel Goldwyn screen classic 

now showing at the .... Theatre. 

At the age of fifteen Miss Main 

won the Indiana State Oratorical 

Championship, and started out to 

develop her talents for the stage. 

After graduating from Franklin 

College, Indiana, she went after 

acting intensively in two dramatic 

schools. Her first professional ex¬ 

perience was in a Shakespearean 

company on the Chautauqua and 

Lyceum circuits, where she played 

“Katherine” in “Taming of the 
Shrew” for two years. 

Stock companies, vaudeville and 
road shows followed. Soon Broad¬ 
way called, and in 1928 she played 
with Barbara Stanwyck in that 
actress’ first big Broadway play. 
Other noted Broadway appear¬ 
ances of Miss Main were with 
Ethel Barrymore in “Scarlet Sister 
Mary”; with Mae West in “The 
Wicked Age,” and with Tullio 
Carminatti in “Music in the Air.” 
She was in vaudeville with both 
W. C. Fields and A1 Shean. 

Two recent Broadway plays, 
“Dead End” and “The Women,” 
had Miss Main in featured roles. 
She left the latter play, which is 
scheduled to run through the en¬ 
tire year of 1937, to take a Samuel 
Goldwyn contract to play in both 
“Stella Dallas” and “Dead End” on 
the screen, both of which are re¬ 
leased through United Artists. 

ROMANTIC TEAM IN "STELLA DALLAS" 

Samuel Goldwyn’s production of “Stella Dallas” brings Barbara Stanwyck 

and John Boles to the .... screen in one of the most tensely dramatic 

stories ever filmed. It is a United Artists release. 

3—Two-Col. Scene (Mat .20; Cut .50) 

Anne Shirley 

Anne Shirley gives an outstanding 
performance in the role of Barbara 
Stanwyck’s daughter in Samuel 
Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,” the dra¬ 
matic glorification of mother love 
tvhich is thrilling audiences at the 
.... Theatre. It is a United Artists 

release. 

9—One-Col. Star Head 
(Mat .10; Cut .25) 

Movies Use Green 

Grass Gaston Grows 

Gaston—Emile’s the first name— 

is a gardener who lives and pros¬ 

pers out in the San Fernando Val¬ 

ley just over the Hollywood hills. 

He grows all the grass that Sam¬ 

uel Goldwyn uses in his film pro¬ 

ductions and much of it for other 

studios and producers. Right now 

his—and nature’s—handiwork, in 

the form of a lovely meadow is 

responsible for the first romantic 

urges of Barbara Stanwyck and 

John Boles in Goldwyn’s “Stella 

Dallas,” the emotional film classic 

now playing at the .... Theatre. 

Gaston grows his grass in shal¬ 

low flats. They spread out over 

his two acres, with long paths be¬ 

tween where movie prop men may 

walk down the waving aisles of 
grass selecting what they need. 
Whether it’s Blue grass. Bent 
grass. Witch grass, Redtop or any 
other “tame” or “wild” grass, 
Gaston has it. There’s not much 
soil in Gaston’s flats, but _what 
there is has been well enriched. 
That makes the grass grow green 
and luxuriant and stay green for 
days despite studio handling, and 
that’s why Gaston’s grass is much 
in demand when pictures are being 

rushed. 

Prop Man Is Unsung 

Hero of Movieland 

Demand for 1917 License Plates for ^‘Stella Dallas 

Suggests a New Kind of Business 

Movie-making continually creates new jobs, new businesses, 

which means livelihoods for many. 

One that grew out of a difficulty in producing Samuel Gold¬ 

wyn’s new film, “Stella Dallas,” which is the current attraction 

at the ... . Theatre, is the duplication of rare license plates from 

all the forty-eight states and many foreign countries. They are 

much needed by the studios, get¬ 

ting old ones involves great diffi¬ 

culty and expense, and ten dollars 

a day rental for a pair makes a 

lucrative little business. 

“We needed Massachusetts plates 

of the year 1917,” explained prop 

man Jack Caffee. “Not a prop 

house in Hollywood had them, or 

even a picture of one. We spent 

four weeks airmailing letters to 

various Massachusetts sources to 

get a pair, which could not be 

done. In the end we got an official 

description of the twenty-year-old 

plates, and made our own. They 

are about half the size of modern 

plates, and will be seen on the old 

Hupmobile in which John Boles 

takes Barbara Stanwyck on a 

moonlight ride. 

“The difficulty gave me an idea 

there would be profit in supplying 

plates. Of course, it involves a lot 

of research to get authentic copies 

or descriptions of the old and rare 

ones. Also there are 48 states that 

ought to be covered—any studio is 

likely to need plates from most 

any state any time. But at ten 

bucks a pair a day it ought to be 

a profitable sideline. So I told a 

friend of mine, John De Noyes, 

about it. He’s in the car rental 

business and grabbed the idea. It 

will fit neatly as a sideline to the 

business he’s already doing with 

the studios. He’s going to make 

plates dating as far back as 1895, 

and those are real antiques. But 

he’ll have a small investment which 

will pay big.” 

Old-Fashioned Props 

License plates 

Autos 

Cut Glass 

Antimacassars 

Globes for Gas Lamps 

Sarsaparilla Bottles 

Large Heart Shaped Boxes of 

Candy 

Artificial Fruits (especially 

cherries) 

Window Shades with fancy 

Tassel pulls 

Portieres 

Footstools 

Shawls for tables 

Max field Parrish Water Colors 

Umbrella and Clothes racks 

Mirrors with Coat Hangers 

Old-Fashioned Soda Fountains 

Red and Green Water-filled 

Globes in Drug Store Windows 

Old Fashioned Typewriter 

Although the search for 1917 

license plates provided one of the 

major prop problems in the filming 

of “Stella Dallas,” there were 

numerous other old-fashioned 

gadgets necessary to achieve the 

authentic atmosphere which Mr. 

Goldwyn demands. And the list of 

props presented herewith is evi¬ 

dence that the prop man hasn’t 

the softest job in Hollywood. 

“Stella Dallas” is the first of the 

important Samuel Goldwyn pro¬ 

ductions which United Artists will 

release during the new season. 
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HERE ARE LOBBY DISPLAYS THAT CLINCH 

THE HUMAN APPEAL OF “STELLA DALLAS” 

Compelling art of 

Barbara Stanwyck 

and John Boles, 

eye-pulling color 

composition, 

punch selling 

copy make this 

40 X 60 display a 

sure bet for ticket¬ 

selling appeal. 

OU’LL make a lasting impression on the show-shoppers 

in your town—you’ll get across to them in unforgettable 

terms the message of human appeal and poignant emotional 

conflict that ‘‘Stella Dallas” has in store for them—hy using 

these eloquent lobby displays! 

In vibrant colors, dynamic design and strong selling copy, 

these lobby pieces punch home indelibly the entertain¬ 

ment elements that make “Stella Dallas” the greatest of 

all Samuel Goldwyn’s showmanship triumphs. 

These displays have been planned and produced to 

meet the needs of the individual exhibitor. Displays 

for your lobby and front similar to those shown 

here are available to fit your space and frames. It’s 

up to you showmen to get these selling pieces up 

and tell the world about the smash entertain¬ 

ment you are offering them. Fill out and mail the 

coupon NOW for full information about the 

plan that makes these selling helps easily avail¬ 

able to you! 

NATIONAL SCREEN ACCESSORIES, Inc. 

Distributors for American Display 

525 West 43rd Street 

New York City, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: 

Please send me complete information regarding your 

RENTAL PLAN, as mentioned in the press book on 

“STELLA DALLAS.” This request does not obligate 

me in any way. 

Name. 

Theatre. 

Address.. 

City and State. 

Number of Seats.. 

Number of Changes Weekly. 

Any Other Information. 

This 24 X 60 

overhead 

display 

trumpets 

forth the 

message of 

your show 

title and 

cast in terms 

that they 

won’t for¬ 

get. 

JOHN 
BOLES AMME SHlRLEIf 

COLORTONE SLIDE 

Your showing of this memorable Goldwyn hit deserves special 

measures to give your presentation the atmosphere of class it deserves. 

Lead off with this handsome colorlone slide to impart that extra added 

touch. Produced in brilliant colors, with arresting design, it will add an 

important note of distinction to your showing. Order slide No. N-1349, 

price: 4 x 5—Colored Positive only—$2.00 (Set Positive and Negative 

—$3.00), 3y^ X 4—Colored Positive only—$1.50 (Set Positive and 

Negative—$2.25)—from NATIONAL STUDIOS, INC., 226 WEST 56th 

STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

BANNERS 

^Stelfcl BdTIciS^ Stan^ck I 
UNITED JohnBoles' AnneShirley‘Barbara Oneil Alan Hale 

Banners that will attract the eye and hold it—banners 

that will turn your marquee, front and lobby into real sell¬ 

ing vantages for your show—are available on a convenient 

rental plan. Use these strong selling pieces where they will 

do the most good. For information on complete line of 

flags, banners, valances and silk transparencies, write or 

wire: 

MORRIS LIBERMAN 

320 WEST 46th ST., N. Y. C. 

1018 S. Wabash Ave. 1630 S. Washington Blvd. 

Chicago, Ill. Los Angeles, Calif. 
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THE ACCESSORIES RENTAL PLAN EFFECTIVE AUGUST 23, 1937 

MAKE MONEY! — SAVE MONEY! 
WITH UNITED ARTISTS ADVERTISING ACCESSORIES RENTAL PLAN 

Get on the band wagon! Cash in on the extra savings, the 

extra profits that the new United Artists Accessories Rental 

Plan now makes possible for all you showmen. 

Following the established policy of making available to show¬ 

men the finest quality display material at the lowest possible 

prices, United Artists put the following Advertising Rental Plan 

into effect August 16, 1937. 

Here’s how the plan works: 

You secure your advertising accessories at your exchange, 

just as before. They are billed out to you at rental prices. 

Illustration: a three-sheet is billed out to you at the rental 

price of 45c. 

You have sole and exclusive use of the material for the 

entire period of your picture engagement. 

You return the material within the five days following the 

close of your engagement. 

You receive your credit either in cash or as allowance on 

your next hill on all rental advertising accessories returned 

in good condition. Illustration: On the three-sheet rented 

above, the credit is 21c, the net cost to you 24c—a saving of 

almost 50%! 

The entire list of United Artists accessories, with a few 

minor exceptions, is available to you on this rental basis. Even 

in those cases where material is returned too badly damaged 

for further use, a liberal Damaged Credit is generally allowed. 

You’ll want to get acquainted with this plan, start operating 

on it at the earliest possible opportunity, because it means 

two great things to you showmen: 

First—LOWER COSTS—^An actual saving of from 35% to 

50% on all advertising accessories used on the rental plan. 

Second — BETTER SELLING — Your sales message has 

greater persuasion, greater force with genuine U. A. acces¬ 

sories. And with this fine material available at rock-bottom 

prices, you can’t afford to use makeshift, substitute accessories! 

MAKE IT U. A. AIL THE WAY WITH THE ACCESSORIES RENTAL PLAN! 

NEW LOW PRICES 
FOR NEW HIGH GROSSES 

SIXHSHEET 

Stella 
DALLAS 

STELLAMIIAS 
BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHK BOIES-ANNESHIRIIT 

Samuel Goidwtn 

JOHN BOLES ANNE SHIRLEY 
Duvideallnj KING VIDOR united artists 

THE EMOTIONAL CLASSIC OF THE SCHEEM 

SET OF EIGHT 11x14 LOBBY DISPLAYS 
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NON-RENTAL ITEMS 

24 
SHEET 

This compelling 24- 

Sheet available at 

these prices: 

1 to 5—$2.40 each 

6 to 10— 2.25 each 

11 to 25— 2.00 each 

Over 25— 1.75 each 

STANWYCK 
JONH BQLES 

tHNE SHIRLEY 

.4LAN HALF. 
BAKBARA O’NFIL 

VIDOR 

WINDOW 
CARD 

This accessory is available 

only on outright purchase. 

The window card is 13" x 

17", in color. Prices: 

1 to 50 $.07 each 

51 to 100 .06 each 

Over 100 .05 each 

ANNODNCEMENT SLIDE 
This is a non-rental item, 

sold to you for 15c. 

HERALD 
These are sold outright as 

non-rental items. Remem¬ 

ber Heralds in your budget 

as your most valuable 

source of round-town cov¬ 

erage. Price, $3.50 per M. 

Inquire at your exehange 

for quantity prices. 

They called 
her vulgar... 
cheap... 

You’ll call 
her 
MAGNIFICENT! 

STELLA 
DULAS 
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They called 
her vulgar... 
cheap... 

You’ll call 
her 
MAGNIFICENT! 





A D V E R T I S I MG 

SAMUEL GOLDWYIV 

STELIADALLAS 

BARBAIM STANWYCK 
JOHH BOIES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 

The woman you will never forget... 

COMMON, TAWDRY, 
I MAGNIFICENT 

Stella 
DALLAS 

The story of an amazing woman. A woman who 

didn’t know how to live—but who knew how to 

love so unselfishly that her name will never be 

forgotten! Superbly acted by Barbara Stanwyck 

nd a fine supporting cast. 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Cribble and Gertrude Purcell 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 
AD NO. 29—FIVE COLS. X 202 LINES 

(MAT .50: CUT 1.25) 



The story of an amazing woman. A woman who 

didn’t know how to live—but who knew how to 

love so unselfishly that her name will never be 

forgotten! Superbly acted by Barbara Stanwyck 

and a fine supporting cast. 

SAM1JE1GOLDMVN 
J»Ii£:S^JVTS 

STEUADAUAS 
BARBARA STARWYCK 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry WagstafF Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

The woman you will never forget... 
COMMONf TAWDRY, 

MAGNIFICENT 

AD NO. 28—'"''^^ ^ 

(MAT .50; CUT 1.25) 

# 
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Meet "STELLA DALLAS” 
’s Got $1,000. For You! 

Samuel Goldwyn invites you to parti¬ 

cipate in the greatest theatre contest 

in years...for the best exploitation and 

advertising campaign on STELLA 

DALLAS, the picture of the year! 

THE JUDGES 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
MARTIN QUIGLEY, Publisher, Motion Picture Herald 

GEORGE SCHAEFER, Vice-President, United Artists 

A —MIKE VOGEL, Managers' Round Table 

MONROE GREENTHAL, Director of Advertising and 
Publicity, United Artists 

n,000. IN PRIZES 
1st Prize . . . . $500. 5th Prize . . . .$50. 
2nd Prize . . . 200. 6th Prize . . . . 50. 
3rd Prize . . . 100. 7th Prize . . . . 25. 
4th Prize . . , . . 50. 8th Prize . . . . 25. 

^Oltt — for this contest is open to everybody alike—large and small towns. 

We realize the budget limitations in the smaller situations and such circumstances will be given 

due consideration in the awarding of prizes. 

Submit Your Complete Campaign 

STELLA DALLAS Contest, United Artists Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City. 

Contest starts immediately—all entries must he post-marked not later 

than midnight Oct. 1st. In case of ties, duplicate awards will he given. 

STELLA DALLAS is magnificent mater¬ 

ial to prove your showmanship. Every 

woman, of course, will want to see it 

and it’s got the come-on to attract every 

man. It lends itself to exploitation like 

no other picture on which you ever let 

loose a showman’s imagination and 

energy. You’ll want to put everything 

you’ve got into selling its superb story! 

'Tf my reputation had to rest on one picture, 

Fd want it to be STELLA DALLAS.” 

$1000 
IN CASH FOR 

BEST CAMPAIGNS 

ON ^^STELLA DALLAS" 

ENTRY 

STELL 
CO 

STELLA DALLAS CONTEST 
United Artists Corporation, 
729 7th Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Count me in on the “STELLA DALLAS CONTEST^. I will 
be glad to submit proofs and exhibits of my exploi¬ 
tation, advertising and publicity campaigns. 

A/ame.- 

'thaaita- 

“Town_--- 

I I Check here if you desire your campaign entered for the Quigley Award. 

Contest starts immediately—all entries must be post-marked not later than midnight Oct. 1st. In case of 
ties, duplicate awards will be given. 

Mail This Entry Blank TODAY to STELLA DALLAS Contest 

United Artists Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City 
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SAouMn'f a Sfep Oif/P” 
Stella Dallas^ cheap^ tawdry—yet one of 

the world^s greatest mothers 

SHE is one of the screen’s 

most remarkable char¬ 

acters. A cheap, tawdry, 

play-girl wife who didn’t 

know how to live decently 

— but who knew how to 

love so unselfishly that her 

name will never be forgot¬ 

ten ! Stella Dallas. The wife 

who was scorned. The 

mother who will always be 

loved and admired! 

AD NO. 34—FOUR COLS. X 

(MAT .40: CUT I.GO) 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
PRESENTS 

STELLA 
DALLAS 

WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES ANNE SHIRLEY 

AN D 

ALAN HALE BARBARA O’NEIL 
' Directed by KING VIDOR 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble 
and Gertrude Purcell 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents 

Stella 
Zlallas 
BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 
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my reputation had to rest on one picture, 

I’d want it to be— 

STELLA DALLAS 
SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

SAMUEL GOLDWYX The most human, heart-touch¬ 

ing story of modern times! 

A woman’s sublime love and her 

sacrifice for that love, portrayed 

by Barbara Stanwyck in the great¬ 

est acting of her career. A notable 

cast supports her, and King Vidor 

directs. 

PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O’Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 
AD NO. 37—FOUR COLS. X 150 LINES 

(MAT .40; CUT 1.00) 
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m 

WITH 

Steila 
DALLAS 

They called her cheap and tawdry. They said 

she “wasn’t fit to he a mother.” But youll rec¬ 

ognize Stella Dallas as one of the greatest, finest 

characters on the screen! Samuel Goldwyn 

brings you this magnificent, heart-touching 

story—with Barbara Stanwyck as the unfor¬ 

gettable Stella. 

Samuel Goldwyn 
PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramalization by Harry Wagsfaff Cribble and Gertrude Purcell 

Starts Today at LOEWS STATE 
AD NO. 26—COLS. X 215 LINES 

(MAT .50: CUT 1.25) 
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DOROTHY DIX 

The story of tawdry, common “Stella 
Dallas” —heroine of Samuel Gold- 
wyn's great new film — shows what 
happens to love when respect is lacking 

Over and over again I have seen it happen 

in real life. So when, in a small darkened 

auditorium, I watched the story of “Stella 

Dallas” unfold on the screen, and saw this 

man, Stephen Dallas, take this cheap, 

tawdry woman for his wife, I knew in¬ 

stinctively that chaos would result. Love 

cannot endure without respect. And what 

man could respect Stella? 

Those who wrote the ancient words of 

the marriage ceremony knew that respect 

is important. “Do you 

take this woman for 

your lawful wife...to 

love, honor and cherish 

...?”The writer of those 

immortal words must 

have known that no 

man can love a wife he is 

eternally ashamed of! 

Seeing the preview, 

one could not help but sympathize with 

Stephen Dallas, for as a wife, Stella was a 

coarse, shocking failure. No man of fine 

feelings possibly could honor her way of 

living. It is true that she gloriously re¬ 

deems herself in her magnificent sacrifice, 

and emerges as a far more worthy charac¬ 

ter than Stephen, but that does not alter 

my point. Love cannot live on shame! 

The film reflects real life in a way that 

does credit to Samuel Goldwyn, to King 

Vidor, the director, and to Barbara Stan¬ 

wyck and the cast that supports her. Be¬ 

cause the picture is so true to life, perhaps 

it will have some influence on the boys 

and girls who will see it. Certainly, if 

more of them stopped to think before they 

rushed into marriage, there would be much 

less need for my advice in the years after 

marriage. 

Samuel Goldwyn, who gave you “Dods- 
worlh” and “These Three”, now presents 
his greatest masterpiece—the human, heart¬ 

touching story of “Stella Dallas”. 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
PRESENTS 

STELLA 
DALLAS 

WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 
Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramotizafion by Harry Wogstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 
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# 
Stella 

Who says I’m 
not fit to 

be a mother? 

DALLAS FIGHTS FOR HER CHILD 
/JV OISE OF THE GREATEST EMOTIONAL STORIES EVER TOLD! 

# 

Does a child belong to its mother? Stella Dallas said 

yes. An unfriendly world said no. Who was right? 

What happened to this tawdry, cheap, magnificent 

woman and her beloved daughter? You’ll see—you’ll 

listen breathlessly—as this powerful, moving story 

unfolds in all its drama! 

Samuel Goldwyn 
PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O^Neil 
Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

AD NO. 27—FIVE COLS. X 206 LINES 

(MAT .50: CUT 1.25) 
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Stella itallas 

Inspires a iJtscussion 

of a Mothers 

Vital IVohlem 

By MRS. FRAISKLlBf D. ROOSEVELT 

How Much Should a Mother Sacri¬ 

fice? Mother love is a very curious 

thing. Some women are born mothers, 

even though they may never have 

children of their own. Some women, 

though they may bring into the world 

any number of children, never really 

understand a certain type of mother 

love. 

I was brought up on the saying that 

few women are both good wives and 

good mothers, that most women either give all they have to 

give to their husbands, and therefore less to their children, 

and others give too much to their children, and the household 

revolves around them, while the husband and his interests 

are more or less neglected. 

I believe that when one’s children are really small a mother 

should give them the greatest devotion and attention. As 

they grow older, however, she should never sacrifice except 

in the big things which are necessary for the children’s devel¬ 

opment. She has got to be able to live her own life after her 

children are grown and have turned from her to lives of their 

own. Therefore, it is important that she should not drop her 

interests completely, for she must not force them in later life 

to make too great a sacrifice for her. 

In the big things I think a mother usually does sacrifice for 

her Vkildren, but I think she should always do it with her 

eyes wide open. For instance, many a woman whose married 

life has been unhappy has continued to live with her husband 

because of the children, and if both parties are big enough so 

Barbara Stanwyck in her greatest role 

as "Stella Dallas” in Samuel Goldwyn’s new production 

that they can make the home atmosphere gracious, the sac¬ 

rifice is probably worth while. If not, I think most children 

would agree that the home where ill feeling and constant 

bickering reign is no home at all. 

Sometimes it is a question not of whether you should make 

a sacrifice, but of whether you can make a big enough one to 

make it worth while. A mother should remember that what 

sacrifices she makes, she must never expect to be repaid in 

kind, for probably the children will tell her some day that 

the sacrifice was not to their liking! She had best forget that 

she has ever made any sacrifice, and go through life on the 

assumption that what she does, she does because she wants 

to do it, and that as far as in her lies, she will give the chil¬ 

dren, while they are young, a wise discipline, and a great 

love. When they are old enough to get out and stand their 

own experiences, she will let them go, hoping they will return 

to her when they need companionship and sustenance and 

that she has given them strength and courage enough to 

meet the world on their own. 

See Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,” 

a motion picture you’ll never forget 

Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles, Anne Shirley in “Stella Dallas” 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 

AD NO. 35—FOUR COLS. X 145 LINES 

(MAT .40: CUT 1.00) 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
lOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale . Barbara O’Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 
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AD NO. 3 |—FIVE COLS. X 191 LINES 

(MAT .50; CUT 1.25) 

They called her tawdry, cheap. Yet she’ll live in your mem¬ 

ory as one of the screen’s great women! For hers is the dra¬ 

matic story of unselfish love and sacrifice. A story you’ll 

never forget—directed by King Vidor, with Barbara Stan¬ 

wyck in the title role. 

WITH 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O^Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble 

and Gertrude Purcell 

They called her 

common - cheap - 

You^il call her 

MAGNIFICENT 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
PRESENTS 

LLA Dallas 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 
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They called her cheap, tawdry. They said she 

“wasn’t fit to he a mother.” But youll recognize 

Stella Dallas as one of the greatest, finest char¬ 

acters on the screen! Samuel Goldwyn brings 

you this magnificent, heart-touching story— 

with Barbara Stanwyck as the unforgettable 

Stella. 

Samuel Goldwyn 
PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O’Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

AD NO. 30—FIVE COLS. X 202 LINES 

(MAT .50: CUT 1.25) 
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rOR HER CLOHtE$^HSR CHEAPNESS^ 

HER CRilOE MANNERS, 

SHE SHOWS THE WORLD WHAT TRUE 

MOTHER,,LOVE MEANS! 

"NOBODY'S GOING TO STOP ME FROM 

HAVING A GOOD TIME!" 

SAMUEL 
GOLDWYN 

PRESENTS 

BARBAR 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 
Directed by KING VIDOR J 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUtS 
Dramatization by Horry Wogstaff Gribble ' 
ond Gertrude Purcell 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN presents 

STEUA 
DAllAS 

WITH 

BARBARA 

STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 
Directed by 

KING VIDOR 

I AD NO. 45—THREE COLS. X 124 LINES 

(MAT .30; CUT .75) 
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my reputation had to rest on one picture, 

I’d want it to be— 

STELLA DALLAS 
SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O’Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 
dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

The most human, heart-touch¬ 

ing story of modern times! 

A woman’s sublime love and her 

sacrifice for that love, portrayed 

hy Barbara Stanwyck in the great¬ 

est acting of her career. A notable 

cast supports her, and King Vidor 

directs. 

AD NO. 38—FOUR COLS. X 147 LINES 

(MAT .40; CUT 1.00) 

SAMUEL m 
GOLDWYN 

PRESENTS HI 

STELIA 
DALLAS 

BARBARA 

STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES'ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

A Ian Hale • Barbara. O'Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

STARTS TODAY 

LOEW'S STATE 
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YET ONE OF THE WORLD’S 
GREATEST MOTHERS! 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

DAIXAS 
BARBARA STANWYCK JOHN BOLES* ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND ALAN HALE . BARBARA O’NEIL 

Di reeled byKINGVIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

AD NO. 40—FOUR COLS. X 135 LINES 

(MAT .40; CUT 1.00) 

# 

You con-’t help hotiup her I 

You <on»t help LOVING her! 

CoininotT, 

moghiUtekit 

Stella 
Dallas 

Produced by SAMUEL COLIIW. 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOIES ■ ANNEJWRLEY 

and Alan Hale • Barh^XM'JSeil 
Directed by KING 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE imii:N^gOUTY. 

RELEASED THRU UNITE^^j|^^|^ 
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TAWURY, 

GLORIOUS 

DAIXAS 
She liked a good time—dressed coarsely 

—talked loudly. They said she “wasn’t 

fit to be a mother.” But you will rec¬ 

ognize in tawdry, cheap Stella Dallas 

one of the screen’s greatest characters! 

Samuel Goldwyn 
PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

Alan Hale • Barbara O’Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

AD NO. 49—THREE COLS. X 120 LINES 

(MAT .30: CUT .75) 

AD NO. 5 |—THREE COLS. X 118 LINES 

(MAT .30; CUT .75) 

They called her cheap, tawdry. They 

said she “wasn’t fit to be a mother.” 

But you’ll recognize Stella Dallas as 

one of the greatest, finest characters 

on the screen! 

Samuel Goldwyn 
PRESENTS 

Steua 
WITH 

BARBARA 

STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES 

ANNE SHIRLEY 
AND 

ALAf^ BALE 

BARBARA O’NEIL 
Directed by 

KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY 

OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcoll 
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STEIiIiA 
DAIXAS 

WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES . ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

STELLA 

DALLAS 
They called her cheap and 

tawdry. They said she “wasn’t 

fit to be a mother.” But you LI 

recognize Stella Dallas as one 

of the finest characters on the 

screen! 

SAMUEL GOIDWYN 
i*ii£:s£:JVTS 

STEIIADAIIAS 
BARBARA STANV^K 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVER HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Cribble 

and Gertrude Purcell. 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 
AD NO. 33—FOUR COLS. X 165 LINES 

(MAT .40; CUT 1.00) 

AD NO. 54—ONE COL. X 75 LINES 

(MAT .10: CUT .25) 
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DALLAS 
f»r r\i? 'rric' ¥? A'Ti^Q'T ir^#/lT 

FIGHTS FOR HER CHILD 
IN ONE OF THE GREATEST EMOTIONAL STORIES EVER TOLD! 

Does a child belong to its mother? 

Stella Dallas said yes. An unfriendly 

world said no. Who was right? What 

happened to this tawdry, cheap, 

magnificent woman and her beloved 

daughter? You’ll see — you’ll listen 

breathlessly—as this powerful, mov¬ 

ing story unfolds in all its drama! 

Dramatization by Harry WagstafF Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O’Neil 
Directed by KING VIDOR 

r . \ 

''SO I'M NOT GOOD ENOUGH 
FOR MY HUSBAND!" 

Bage Sixteen 
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^^NOBODY^S GOING TO STOP ME FROM 

# 

# 

Love Cannot Live 

on Shame 
Bmj 

DOROTHY DIX 

The story of tawdry, common “Stella 

Dallas”—heroine of Samuel Goldwyn’s 

great new film — shows what happens to 

love when respect is lacking 

Over and over again, I have seen it hap¬ 

pen in real life. So when, in a small dark¬ 

ened auditorium, I watched the story of 

“Stella Dallas” unfold on the screen, and 

saw this man, Stephen Dallas, take this 

cheap, tawdry woman for his wife, I knew 

instinctively that chaos would result. Love 

cannot endure without respect. And what 

man could respect Stella? 

Those who wrote the ancient words of 

the marriage ceremony knew that respect 

is important. “Do you take this woman for 

your lawful wife... to love, honor and cher¬ 

ish ... ?” The writer of those immortal 

tvords must have known that no man can 

love a wife he is eternally ashamed of! 

Seeing the preview, one could not help 

but sympathize with Stephen Dallas, for 

as a wife, Stella was a coarse, shocking 

failure. No man of fine feelings possibly 

could honor her way of living. It is true 

that she gloriously redeems herself in her 

magnificent sacrifice, and emerges as a far 

more worthy character than Stephen, but 

that does not alter my point. Love cannot 

live on shame! 

The film reflects real life in a way that 

does credit to Samuel Goldwyn, to King 

Vidor, the director, and to Barbara Stan¬ 

wyck and the cast that supports her. Be¬ 

cause the picture is so true to life, perhaps 

it will have some influence on the boys and 

girls who will see it. Certainly, if more of 

them stopped to think before they rushed 

into marriage, there would be much less 

need for my advice in the years ajler 

marriage. 

Barbara Stanwyck in her greatest role as “Stella Dallas” 

in Samuel Goldwyn’s new production 

SAMUEL 
GOLDWYN 

BARBARA 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

JOHN BOLES • ANNE SH RLEY 
AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 
Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY i 
Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribblo 

HAVING A 

AD NO. 56—TWO COLS. X 127 LINES 

(MAT .20; CUT .50) 

AD NO. 4 |—THREE COLS. X 157 LINES 

(MAT .30: CUT .75) 
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Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 

AD NO. 43—THREE COLS. X 130 LINES 

(MAT .30: CUT .75) 

Barbara Stanwyck in her greatest role as “Stella Dallas” 

in Samuel Goldwyn’s new production 

Love Cannot Live 

on Shame 
BV 

DOROTHY DIX 

The story of tawdry, com¬ 

mon “Stella Dallas’"— 

heroine of Samuel Gold¬ 

wyn’s great new film — 

shows what happens to 

love when respect is lacking 

Over and over again, I have seen 

it happen in real life. So when, 

in a small darkened auditorium, 

I watched the story of “Stella 

Dallas” unfold on the screen, and saw this man, Stephen Dallas, 

take this cheap, tawdry woman for his wife, I knew instinctively 

that chaos would result. Love cannot endure without respect. 

And what man could respect Stella? 

Those who wrote the ancient words of the marriage ceremony 

knew that respect is important. “Do you take this woman for your 

lawful wife ... to love, honor and cherish...?" The writer of 

those immortal words must have known that no man can love a 

wile he is eternally ashamed of! 
Seeing the preview, one could not help but sympathize with 

Stephen Dallas, for as a wife, Stella was a coarse, shocking failure. 

No man of line feelings possibly could honor her way of living. It 

is true that she gloriously redeems herself in her magnificent 

sacrifice, and emerges as a far more worthy character than Stephen, 

but that does not alter my point. Love cannot live on shame! 

Lhe film reflects real life in a way that does credit to Samuel 

Goldvvyn, to King Vidor, the director, and to Barbara Stanwyck 

and the cast that supports her. Because the picture is so true to 

life, perhaps it will have some influence on the boys and girls who 

will see it. Certainly, If more of them stopped to think before 

they rushed into marriage, there would be much less need for my 

advice In the years after marriage. 

AD NO. 53—TWO COLS. X 161 LINES 

(MAT .20: CUT .50) 
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TAWDRY^ 
GLORIOUS 

JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 
AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O^Neil 

She liked a good time—dressed coarsely—talked 

loudly. They said she “wasn’t fit to he a mother.” 

But you will recognize in tawdry, cheap Stella 

Dallas one of the screen’s greatest characters! 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
PRESENTS 

STELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 

AD NO. 35—FOUR COLS. X 160 LINES 

(MAT .40: CUT 1.00) 

Directed by KING VIDOR 
FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by 

Harry WagstafF Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 
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AD NO. 45—THREE COLS. X 123 LINES 

(MAT .30; CUT .75) 

&HPicf4> my 

They called her cheap . . . lawdry. Yet 

she’ll live in your memory as one of the 

screen’s great women! For hers is the 

dramatic story of unselfish love and sac¬ 

rifice. A story you’ll never forget—di¬ 

rected by King Vidor, with Barbara 

Stanwyck in the title role. 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 
PRESENTS 

Stella Dallai^ 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES . ANNE SHIRLEY 

Alan Hale • Barbara O'Neil 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

ELLA DALLAS 
WITH 

BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale * Barbara O'Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVER HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble 
and Gertrude Purcell 

They called her 

common—cheap— 

Tou^ii call her 

MA GNIFMCENT 

Steixa 
DALLAS 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL IT OllVE HIGGINS RROUTY 
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

A playgirl wife—tawdry, cheap 

and coarse. Scorned by her hus¬ 

band. Mocked by her daughter’s 

friends. But yoiCll see 

as she really is—a glorious, mag¬ 

nificent woman and one of the 

world’s great mothers! Samuel 

Goldwyn presents this story as 

his masterpiece. An emotional 

experience you’ll never forget. 

Page Tu enty 
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but who knew how to love so unself¬ 

ishly that her name will never be 

forgotten! Superbly acted by Barbara 

Stanwyck and a fine supporting cast. 

SAMUEL GOIDWVN 

STELLA DALLAS 
BARBARA STANWYCK 
JOHN BOLES-ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

Alan Hale - Barbara O'Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FIOM THE NOVEL BT OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTT 
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry WagstafF Gribblo and Gertrude Purcell 

The woman you will never forget... 

COMMON^ TAWDUY^ 

MA GNIFMCENT 

AD NO. 47—THREE COLS. X 124 LINES 
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Scorned by her husband 

and her daughter’s friends 

because she wasn’t “good 

enough”—but you’ll see 

her true magnificence! 

AD NO. 59—TWO COLS. X 62 LINES 

(MAT .20: CUT .50) 
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She tiked a good time. 

Yet cheap, tawdry Stella 

Dallas will win your heart! 

SAMUEL GOLDWYN 

JOHN BOLES • ANNE SHIRLEY 
AND 

Alan Hale • Barbara O’Neil 

Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramqlizotion by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and 
Gertrude Purcell 

AD NO. 44—THREE COLS. X 125 LINES 

(MAT .30; CUT .75) 

''MAYBE I’M NOT THE WIFE YOU WANT!"... 

and ALAN HALE • BARBARA O’NEIL 
Directed by KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY OLIVE HIGGINS PROUTY 
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Harry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

AD NO. 58—TWO COLS. X 64 LINES 

(MAT .20; CUT .50) 
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STARTS TODAY 

LOEW’S STATE • 
AD NO. 53—ONE COL. X 78 LINES 
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Barbara Stanwyck in her greatest role as “Stella Dallas” in Samuel Goldwyn’s new production 

Stella hallas Inspires a hiseussion 

of a Mother’s Vital Problem 
By MBS. FBANKLl^ D. BOOSEVELT 

How Much Should a 

Mother Sacrifice? 
Mother love is a very curious 

thing. Some women are born 

mothers, even though they may 

never have children of their 

own. Some women, though they 

may bring into the world any 

number of children, never really 

understand a certain type of 
mother love. 

I was brought up on the saying that few women are 

both good wives and good mothers; that most women 

either give all they have to give to their husbands, 

and therefore less to their children, and others give 

loo much to their children, and the household re¬ 

volves around them, while the husband and his in¬ 

terests are more or less neglected. 

I believe that when one’s children are really small 

a mother should give them the greatest devotion and 

attention. As they grow older, however, she should 

never sacrifice except in the big things tvhich are nec¬ 

essary for the children’s development. She has got to 

be able to live her own life after her children are 

grown and have turned from her to lives of their own. 

Therefore, it is important that she should not drop 

her interests completely, for she must not force them 

in later life to make loo great a sacrifice for her. 

In the big things I think a mother usually does sac¬ 

rifice for her children, but I think she should always 

do it with her eyes wide open. For instance, many a 

woman whose married life has been unhappy has con¬ 

tinued to live with her husband becati.se of the chil¬ 

dren, and if both parties are big enough so that they 

can make the home atmosphere gracious, the sacrifice 

is probably worth while. If not, I think most children 

would agree that the home where ill feeling and con¬ 

stant bickering reign is no home at all. 

Sometimes it is a question not of whether you 

should make a sacrifice, but of whether you can make 

a big enough one to make it worth while. A mother 

shoidd remember that what sacrifices she makes, she 

must never expect to be repaid in kind, for probably 

the children will tell her some day that the sacrifice 

was not to their liking! She had best forget that she 

has ever made any sacrifice, and go through life on 

the assumption that what she does, she does because 

she wants to do it, and that as far as in her lies, she will 

give the children, while they are young, a wise disci¬ 

pline, and a great love. When they are old enough to 

get out and stand their otvn experiences, she will let 

them go. hoping they will return to her when they 

need companionship and sustenance and that she has 

given them strength and courage enough to meet the 

world on their own. 

See Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,” 

a motion picture you’ll never forget 

Barbara Stansvyck, John Boles, Aime Shirley in “Stella Dallas” 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 

Stella hallas Inspires 

a hlscussion of a 

Mothers Vital Problem 
By MRS. FRAIVKLIN D. ROOSEVELT 

How Much Should a Mother Sacri¬ 
fice? Mother love is a very curious thing. 

Some women are born mothers, even though 

they may never have children of their own. 

Some women, though they may bring into 

the world any number of children, never 

really understand a certain type of mother 

love. 

I was brought up on the saying that few 

women are both good wives and good moth¬ 

ers; that most women either give all they have to give to their 

husbands, and therefore less to their children, and others give too 

much to their children, and the household revolves around them, 

while the husband and his interests are more or less neglected. 

I believe that when one’s children are really small a mother 

should give them the greatest devotion and attention. As they grow 

older, however, she should never sacrifice except in the big things 

which are necessary for the chil¬ 

dren’s development. She has got 

to be able to live her own life 

after her children are grown and 

have turned from her to lives of 

their own. Therefore, it is impor¬ 

tant that she should not drop her 

interests completely, for she must 

not force them in later life to 

make too great a sacrifice for her. 

In the big things I think a 

mother usually does sacrifice for 

her children, but I think she 

should always do it with her eyes 

wide open. For instance, many a - 

woman whose married life has -5 

been unhappy has continued to 3 

live with her husband because of 

the children, and if both parties 

are big enough so that they can 

make the home atmosphere gra- „ . o , , 
ciotis, the sacrifice is probably Stanyck in her great- 

worth while. If not, I think most role as Stel a Dallas” in 

children would agree that the Goldwyn s production 

home where ill feeling and con¬ 

stant bickering reign is no home at all. 

Sometimes it is a question not of whether you should make a 

sacrifice, but of whether you can make a big enough one to make it 

worth while. A mother should remember that what sacrifices she 

makes, she must never expect to be repaid in kind, for probably the 

children will tell her some day that the sacrifice was not to their 

liking! She had best forget that she has ever made any sacrifice, and 

go through life on the assumption that what she does, she does 

because she wants to do it, and that as far as in her lies, she will give 

the children, while they are young, a wise discipline, and a great 

love. When they are old enough to get out and stand their own ex¬ 

periences, she rvill let them go, hoping they will return to her when 

they need companionship and sustenance and that she has given 

them strength and courage enough to meet the tvorld on their own. 

See Samuel Goldwyn’s “Stella Dallas,’’ 

a motion picture you’ll never forget 

Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles, Anne Shirley in “Stella Dallas” 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 

AD NO. 52—TWO COLS. X 167 LINES 

(MAT .20; CUT .50) 

AD NO. 42—THREE COLS. X 154 LINES 

(MAT .30; CUT .75) 
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Samuel Goldwyn 
PRESENTS 

Stella 
DALLAS 

WITH 

JOHN BOLES 
ANNE SHIRLEY 

AND 

ALAN HALE 

BARBARA O^NEIL 

Directed by 

KING VIDOR 

FROM THE NOVEL BY 

OLIVE HIGOINS PROUTY 

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS 

Dramatization by Horry Wagstaff Gribble and Gertrude Purcell 

They called her cheap and tawdry. 

They said she ‘‘wasn’t fit to be a 

mother.” But you’ll recognize Stella 

Dallas as one of the greatest, finest 

characters on the screen! 

BARBARA 

STANWYCK 

Starts Today at LOEW’S STATE 
AD NO. 39—FOUR COLS. X 136 LINES 

(MAT .40: CUT I.OOj 
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